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Zusammenfassung

Die Entmischung von Ni-(10 bis 12) at.% Ti wurde im Temperaturbereich 600 —

1000°C mit Neutronenkleinwinkelstreuung, Röntgenbeugung und Transmissionselek¬

tronenmikroskopie untersucht. Die hierbei auftretenden metastabilen Ausscheidun¬

gen (7"-Bereich gefolgt von 7') sind kohärent, teilweise geordnet, würfelförmig und

entlang (100) ausgerichtet. Nach langen Auslagerungszeiten und/oder bei hohen

Temperaturen entwickeln sich plattenförmige Auscheidungen der stabilen 77-Phase

mit hexagonaler Struktur.

Für die Experimente mit Neutronenkleinwinkelstreuung konnten Homogenisier¬

ung und schnelle Temperaturänderungen in situ in einer Hochtemperatur-Messkam¬

mer durchgeführt werden. Damit konnte die isotherme Entmischung an einer Probe

pro Temperatur verfolgt werden. Die Untersuchung von polykristallinem Ni-11,3

at.% Ti bei 600, 630 und 680°C bestätigte die Existenz der 7//-Ausscheidungen

zwischen 1 und 20 h. Die Zusammensetzung der Ausscheidungen wurde aus der In¬

tegralintensität der Kleinwinkelstreuung unter Verwendung der kohärenten Phasen¬

grenze gemäss Rastogi und Ardeil zu (18, 2 ± 0, 9), (17, 6 ± 1, 5) und (16, 7 ± 0, 9)

at.% Ti bestimmt. Diese Werte entsprechen den Ergebnissen früherer Untersuchun¬

gen mit Röntgenbeugung und mit Kleinwinkelstreuung an verschiedenen Proben

nach unterschiedlichen Wärmebehandlungen.

Zusätzliche Informationen über die Mikrostruktur liefern die Untersuchungen an

Einkristallen. Während sich die metastabilen Auscheidungen durch stark anisotrope

zweidimensionale Streumuster mit Intensitätsmaxima entlang (100) infolge von Teil¬

chen-Teilchen-Korrelationen auszeichnen, führen die plattenförmigen Teilchen der

77-Phase zu Intensitätsstreaks entlang (111). Die in der Integralintensität der Klein¬

winkelstreuung gefundenen Plateaus sind nicht mit der Bildung der 77-Phase verbun¬

den.

Am ausgedehntesten konnte die Metastabilität während der Auslagerung bei

600°C beobachtet werden. Daher wurde an einem Einkristall der Fernordnungsgrad

in den Teilchen für ausgewählte Zustände bestimmt. Hierzu wurden die integrier¬

ten Intensitäten von Ll2-Ueberstrukturrreflexen und benachbarten Fundamentalre¬

flexen mittels Röntgenbeugung bestimmt. Bereits der von 1170°C eingeschreckte

Ausgangszustand zeigte ausgeprägte Ordnung. Während der Auslagerung ändern

sich Fernordnungsparameter und Konzentration der Ausscheidungen in ähnlicher

Weise, d.h. es liegt der jeweils maximal mögliche Fernordnungsparameter vor. Ein
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zweiter metastabiler Zustand (7') mit etwa (22, 8 ± 1, 5) at.% Ti tritt nach etwa

200 h auf.

Transmissionselektronenmikroskopische Untersuchungen von aus der 7-Phase ab¬

geschreckten Proben bestätigten die Intensitätsmaxima an Ll2-Ueberstrukturposi-

tionen. Gleichzeitig ergaben sich keine Hinweise auf Heterogenitäten bei Dunkelfeld¬

abbildungen und Abbildungen auf der Basis von Elektronenenergieverlustspektro-

skopie. Beides ist konsistent mit den Befunden aus Neutronenkleinwinkelstreuung

und Röntgenbeugung. Bereits nach kurzen Auslagerungszeiten (30 min bei 600°C)

zeigen die Dunkelfeldabbildungen sowie Hellfeld-Zonenachsen-Abbildungen das Vor¬

liegen würfelförmiger Teilchen. Im Bereich der 7"-Entwicklung nimmt die Grösse

der Teilchen nur geringfügig zu. Die Ausrichtung der Teilchen entlang (100) nimmt

mit der Auslagerungszeit zu.

Verzerrungsstreuung nahe dem 220 Braggreflex wurde an einem Einkristall mit

hochaufgelöster Röntgenbeugung untersucht. Man findet eine rasche Zunahme der

Intensitäten um den Braggreflex und das Ausbilden von Satelliten entlang (100).

Die Position der Satelliten relativ zum Braggreflex fällt mit der Lage der Inten¬

sitätsmaxima nahe am direkten Strahl zusammen. Eine starke Abnahme der Brei¬

te der Satellitenreflexe während der 7"-Entwicklung und eine Zunahme des Inten¬

sitätsmaximums werden dem Abbau der elastischen Verzerrungsenergie durch Op¬

timierung der Teilchenanordnung zugeschrieben.
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Summary

The decomposition of Ni-(10 to 12) at.% Ti in the temperature range 600 — 1000°C

was investigated using small-angle neutron scattering, X-ray diffraction and trans¬

mission electron microscopy. Metastable precipitates (7" followed by 7') are known

to appear. They are coherent, partially ordered, of cuboidal shape and preferentially

aligned along (100). After long ageing times and/or at high temperatures, platelets

of the stable r/ phase with hexagonal structure develop.

The experiments with small-angle neutron scattering were performed m situ in a

high-temperature cell with the possibility of solution treatment and fast temperature

changes. Thus, it was possible to study the decomposition path isothermally with

one sample at each temperature. The investigation of polycrystalline Ni-11.3 at.%

Ti at 600, 630 and 680°C confirmed the presence of the 7" precipitates between 1

and 20 h. The composition of the precipitates was obtained from the integrated

intensity of small-angle scattering using the values of the coherent phase boundary

as given by Rastogi and Ardell. The values obtained [(18.2 ± 0.9), (17.6 ± 1.5) and

(16.7 ±0.9) at.% Ti] are close to the results of previous investigations of small-angle

neutron scattering and X-ray diffraction partly performed with different samples

quenched after various heat treatments.

Additional information on the microstructure is obtained when employing single

crystals. While the metastable precipitates are characterized by strong anisotropic

two-dimensional scattering patterns with intensity maxima along (100) due to par¬

ticle-particle correlations, the platelets of the r/ phase lead to intensity streaks along

(111). The plateaus found in the integrated intensity of small-angle scattering as a

function of ageing time are not correlated with the formation of the r\ phase.

Metastability was most extensively observed during ageing at 600°C. For this

ageing temperature, the long-range order parameter of the particles was determined

for selected states. The integrated intensities of the peaks at the Ll2 superstructure

positions and neighboring fundamental reflections were measured by X-ray diffrac¬

tion. Well developed order was already observed for the homogenized state quenched

to room temperature. During ageing, the long-range order parameter and the con¬

centration of the precipitates show a similar change; the degree of long-range order

is always close to its maximum permissible value. A second metastable state (7')

with about (22.8 ± 1.5) at.% Ti appears after 200 h of ageing.

Transmission electron microscopical investigations of samples quenched from the
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7 phase confirm the intensity maxima at Ll2 superstructure positions. At the same

time, no signs for compositional inhomogeneities are seen in dark-field images and

images based on electron energy loss spectroscopy. Both results are consistent with

the results of small-angle neutron scattering and X-ray diffraction. After short

ageing times (30 min at 600°C), dark-field images as well as bright-field zone-axis

images confirm the presence of cuboidally shaped precipitates. During the 7" stage,

the size of the particles only slightly increases. The alignment of the particles along

(100) increases with ageing time.

Displacement scattering close to the 220 Bragg reflection was investigated for

a single crystal using high-resolution X-ray diffraction. A fast increase in inten¬

sity close to the Bragg reflection and the appearance of satellites along (100) are

observed. Their position with respect to the Bragg reflection coincides with the po¬

sition of the intensity maxima close to the direct beam. A fast decrease of the width

of the satellites during the 7" stage of ageing and a fast increase of the intensity

maxima are attributed to a reduction in elastic energy by optimizing the particle

arrangement.
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Chapter 1

Formation of ordered precipitates
in Ni-Ti

1.1 The Ni-rich part of the phase diagram

The Ni-rich part of the Ni-Ti phase diagram after Murray [Murr91] with a reassess¬

ment by Bellen et al. [Bell96] is shown in Fig. 1. Up to 25 at.% Ti two single-phase

regimes are present in thermodynamic equilibrium; the face-centered cubic (fee.)

7 solid solution with a maximum solubility of 13.9 at.% Ti at 1304°C and the inter-

metallic r/ phase (Ni3Ti) with a four-layer, hexagonal close-packed (h.c.p.), ordered

structure (DO24). The reassessment by Bellen et al. [Bell96] indicates a finite homo¬

geneity range for Ni3Ti, formerly represented as a line compound according to Pool

and Hume-Rothery [Pool54].

The decomposition process of the supersaturated 7 phase (after quenching into

the two-phase regime) is rather complex as (i) metastable states may appear and

(ii) the precipitates in the final stable state and the matrix differ in structure. It

is known that the precipitates in the metastable states are cuboidal in shape and

preferentially aligned along (100) directions with faces parallel to {100} planes.

Experiments on Ni-rich Ni-Ti (Table 1) have been reported concerning (i) the

mechanism of the transformation to the metastable states; (ii) the sequence of long-

range ordering and decomposition in the early stages; (iii) coherency strains due to

the metastable precipitates; (iv) the composition of the metastable precipitates; and

(v) the transformation to the stable r/ phase. In the following sections the results

of these investigations are presented in the context of decomposition and ordering

theories in binary alloys.
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Figure 1: The Ni-rich part of the Ni-Ti phase diagram after Murray [Murr91] includ¬

ing the solubility range as recently assessed by Bellen et al. [Bell96] (dashed-dotted).
The coherent solvus (dotted) according to Rastogi and Ardell [Rast69] and the two-

phase region of the metastable 7" state as proposed by Hashimoto and Tsujimoto

[Hash78] (dashed) are also shown.



Table 1: Experiments on the Ni-rich side of the Ni-Ti phase diagram. Abbreviations are explained at the end of the table.

Reference Sample type Composition Ageing Ageing time Methods

[at.% Ti] temperature / °C used

[Voge38] TA, LM

[Lave39] 25.0

[Tayl50] powder 25.0 X-ray

[Tayl51] powder 0-13.2 750-1150 a.q. X-ray

[Pool54] PC, powder 2.3-9.4, 25 1050-1300 a.q. TA, LM, X-ray

[Swal56] PC 0-1 1100-1300 diffusion couples

[Baga57] PC 9.5, 12 600-700 a.q., 0.5-2 h X-ray
PC 14 800 a.q., 1000 h X-ray

[Buck59] PC, powder 9.3 1000 - RT cooling X-ray, LM

PC, powder 9.3 600 50% deformed 400 h X-ray, LM

PC, powder 9.3 600, 700, 800 -120 h X-ray LM, hardness

PC, powder 9.3 640 16 h X-ray, LM

[Miha60] PC 12.2 593, 649, 704 -^1000 h LM, TEM, X-ray hardness

PC 12.2 760, 871 -^1000 h LM, TEM, X-ray hardness

[Baga61] PC 11.8 700, 800 -»•115 h X-ray
PC 14.1 700, 800 -^1000 h X-ray

[Benls63] PC 7, 8.8, 10.1, 12.2 1270 a.q. magn. meas.

PC 10.1 525, 600, 700 -^1500 h magn. meas.

PC 10.1 450, 525, 600, 700, 800 -^1000 h hardness

PC 10.1 600 2h LM

PC 10.1 800 100 h LM

[Dawa64] PC Ni-10.3Ti-0.6Al 525 -^500 h magn. meas., hardness

PC Ni-10.3Ti-0.6Al 525 10% deform. -^500 h magn. meas., hardness

[Arde67] PC

Comment by [Cohe68]

10.1 525, 600, 700 -^1500 h analysis of [Benls63]

[Arde68] Reply to [Cohe68]



Reference Sample type Composition Ageing Ageing time Methods

[at.% Ti] temperature / °C used

[Sass67] SC Ni-10.3Ti-0.6Al 805 5 min TEM

[Rast69] PC, SC 10.5 700-800 in steps TEM

[Sait69] PC 11.2 300-900 -^1000 h hardness

PC, sc 11.2 600, 700 -^1000 h TEM

PC, sc 11.2 800, 900 -100 h TEM

[Sass69] PC, sc Ni-10.3Ti-0.6Al 1150 a.q. TEM

PC, sc Ni-10.3Ti-0.6Al 825 5 min TEM

PC, sc Ni-10.3Ti-0.6Al 815 5 min TEM

PC, sc Ni-10.3Ti-0.6Al 805-810 1 min TEM

PC, sc Ni-10.3Ti-0.6Al 795, 775 -5 h TEM

PC, sc Ni-10.3Ti-0.6Al 700, 650, 600 -^300 h TEM

[Arde70] PC, sc 2-12 1050 a.q. magn. meas.

PC, sc 10.4 525, 593, 692 -^240 h magn. meas.

PC, sc 10.4 692 -^24 h TEM

[Germ72] liq. 10, 20, 25 1500-1700 mass spectr.

[Miyaz72] PC, powder 10.2 550, 600, 650 -^1500 h X-ray hardness

[Sinc73] SC 14 600 -^290 h FIM

SC 14 700 0.1 h FIM

[Sinc74] PC, powder 14 600 a.q., -^500 h X-ray FIM, hardness

SC 14 700, 800 a.q., —O.ô h FIM

[Greg75] PC 2-14 900-1200 a.q. magn. meas., TA

[Hash76] PC, powder 9.6, 11.9 500, 600 a.q., -^1000 h X-ray

PC, powder 9.6, 11.9 700, 800 a.q., -^200 h X-ray

[Laugh76] SC 10, 12 600 a.q., —>1 h TEM

[Tsuj77] PC 11.9 600 200 h X-ray

[Watt77] PC, sc

comment by [Laugh80]

12 600 a.q., —>150 h TEM, FIM



Reference Sample type Composition Ageing Ageing time Methods

[at.% Ti] temperature / °C used

[Hash78] PC 11.9 600-900 -^800 h X-ray
PC 9.6 550-700 -^1000 h X-ray
SC 11.9 600, 800, 920-950 -^800 h TEM

sc 9.6 550, 600, 650, 700 -^240 h TEM

[Kajz79] PC 3.9, 7.7 neutrons

[Hash81] PC 9.6 450-615 -^500 h magn. meas.

[Sait81] PC 11.2 600 and irradiated electron irradiation

[Suzu81] PC 10 600 -^150 h magn. meas., TEM, FIM

[Miyag82] PC 10 600 -^500 h magn. meas., FIM, hardness

[Chat83] 0-11, 25 830-1030 thermochemistry

[Tang84] PC 0-10 a.q. magn. meas.

[Griin86a] PC 12 550 -^256 h AP-FIM

[Grün86b] PC 12 550 -^256 h AP-FIM

[Yosh86a] sc 9.3, 14.7 570 a.q., 15 min HRTEM

[Yosh86b] sc 9.3, 14.7 570 a.q., 15 min HRTEM

[Cerr87] sc 11.5 540 a.q., -^24 h m-situ SANS, TEM, X-ray

[Cerr88b] sc 10.5 - 12 500, 540 a.q., -^24 h m-situ SANS, TEM, X-ray

[Grün88] PC 12 550 -^256 h AP-FIM

PC 12 700, 800 -16 h AP-FIM

[Cerr90a] sc 10.5 - 11.5 500, 540, 580 a.q., -^24 h m-situ SANS

[Cerr90b] sc 9.5 - 12 500, 540, 580 a.q., -^24 h m-situ SANS

[Unga91] sc 11.1, 13.7 600^700 in steps a.q. HR-XRD

[Lamb92a] sc 11.8 580 -^1000 h HR-XRD, TEM, hardness

[Lamb92b] sc 12.2 970 23 h TEM

sc 11.8 970 20 h TEM

sc 11.8 800 24 h TEM

sc 11.8 580 -^500 h TEM

[Lamb92c] sc 11.8 800 24 h HRTEM



Reference Sample type Composition Ageing Ageing time Methods

[at.% Ti] temperature / °C used

[Arde95] 10.4 692 magn. meas.

[Vysk95] PC, SC 10.8- 11.8 540-700 SANS

[Vysk97] PC, SC 10.8, 11.8 580 -^936 h SANS

[Pede97] sc 11.8 580 -^25 h SANS

[Li97] PC 9.4, 11.1 500 -^2000 h magn. meas., TEM

[Buch99b] SC(isotope) 5.8 504 a.q. neutrons TAS

SC(isotope) 9.6 830 days m-situ neutrons TAS

[Kost99a] PC 10.1, 11.3 630 -^24 h m-situ SANS

SC 10.0 700 -^50 min m-situ SANS

sc 10.0 700 - 750 - 800 in steps m-situ SANS

sc 12.0 930, 970 ^3 h m-situ SANS

[Kost99b] PC, sc 10- 12 600-1000 m-situ SANS, TEM

[KimOO] PC, sc 10.3, 11.8, 13.7 720 -^60 h TEM

[KompOOa] PC 10.1, 11.3 630 -^24 h m-situ SANS

sc 10.0 700 -^50 min m-situ SANS

sc 12.0 970 ^3 h m-situ SANS, TEM

[KompOOb] PC 10.1, 11.3 600-680 -^86 h m-situ SANS

sc 10.0, 11.3, 11.7 600-1000 -1 h m-situ SANS, TEM

Abbreviations:

AP-FIM

FIM

HRTEM

LM

SANS

TA

TEM

atom probe - field ion microscopy a.q.

field ion microscopy HR-XRD

high-resolution electron microscopy liq.

light microscopy PC

small-angle neutron scattering SC

thermal analysis TAS

transmission electron microscopy WAXS

as quenched

high-resolution X-ray diffraction

liquid

polycrystal

single crystal

triple axis spectrometer

wide-angle X-ray scattering
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1.2 Nucleation and growth vs. spinodal decom¬

position

Quenching a solid solution from its thermal equilibrium state at temperature Te into

the two-phase region is followed by a gradual change towards its equilibrium ther¬

modynamic state at any new temperature which consists of two coexisting phases a

and ß (Fig. 2). The mechanism of this change is described in different models start¬

ing from the development of spatial fluctuations that take the initially homogeneous

system through a sequence of inhomogeneous non-equilibrium states.

Two types of instability which characterize the early stages of phase separation

are distinguished. The first is an instability with respect to finite amplitude, i.e.

localized (droplet-like) fluctuations that lead to the initial decay of a metastable

state. The second is an instability with respect to infinitesimally small amplitude,

i.e. nonlocalized (long wavelength) fluctuations that lead to the initial decay of an

unstable state. The theoretical treatment of these two types of instability resulted in

the theory of nucleation and growth by Becker and Döring [Beck35] (refined by Cahn

and Hilliard [Cahn59a, Cahn59b] and a generalized nucleation theory by Binder and

coworkers (see, e.g., [BindOlb] and references therein) ) and the concept of spinodal

decomposition after Cahn and Hilliard [Cahn59a] (extended by Cook [Cook70] and

by Langer et al. [Lang75]). A distinction between metastable and unstable states

is provided by the spinodal curve which is in mean-field theory the locus of points

inside the coexistence curve for which the second derivative of the Gibbs energy is

negative (see Fig. 2).

Thermal compositional fluctuations ("heterophase" fluctuations, see Fig. 3) with

sufficiently large amplitudes are required to overcome the energy barrier in order to

lower the Gibbs energy of the system. Thus, a reduction of the chemical Gibbs en¬

ergy density, Agchera, must compensate the energy required for forming an interface.

Once a nucleus becomes energetically stable it starts to grow. A solid solution is

metastable, if there exists an incubation time due to a finite nucleation barrier (typ¬

ically larger than 5 k^T) and the transformation is called a nucleation-and-growth

reaction.

The cluster kinetics approaches [BindOla] are essentially based on the Becker-

Döring theory [Beck35] of the dynamics of cluster formation assuming non-interacting

solute-rich clusters of various sizes embedded in the matrix when the system is in a

non-equilibrium state. The time evolution of the cluster-size distribution, the path

from the metastable to the stable state, is considered to happen through condensa-
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tion or evaporation of single atoms. A sharp interface is assumed between matrix

and new phase, and the specific interfacial energy aaß depends on the effective pair

exchange energy e and the supersaturation (cp — c0) in the cluster by

o,

e
' ^2

ß
= 72(cp ~ co) . (!)

where a0 is the lattice parameter of a simple cubic lattice. If the lattice parameters

of matrix and precipitates are different, an elastic energy density Ablast must be

considered.

During the transformation from the initial to the final state, the driving force is

given by the reduction in Gibbs energy, AG. The balance in Gibbs energy for the

precipitation of a spherical nucleus with radius R is given by

A-itR3
AG(R) = (Agchem + Agelast) —^—

+ inR2aaß . (2)

From the maximum of AG(R) the critical radius for nucleation is

R* = --r
^

. (3)
A(/Chem + Ablast

Generally, Ablast is estimated after Eshelby [Eshe57], assuming isotropic elastic

constants for matrix and particles, to be

Ablast = 2/x (^) Ô2 (4)

with fj, being the shear modulus, v stands for Poisson 's ratio and, the lattice mis¬

match ö = 2(ap — aia)/(ap + am) with the lattice parameters ap and am of the

precipitates and the matrix.

Once a particle becomes overcritical (R > R*), it starts to grow continuously as

the fraction in the total Gibbs energy owing to the interfacial energy decreases. The

activation barrier for nucleation is given by AG(R*). Considering only condensation

or evaporation of single solute atoms to account for particle creation or dissolution,

the number of critical particles and hence the nucleation rate is proportional to a

Boltzmann factor exp(—AG(R*)/k-BT).

Inside the spinodal curve another mechanism than nucleation and growth is dis¬

cussed. The quenched solution is unstable with respect to non-localized thermal
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compositional fluctuations ("homophase" fluctuations, see Fig. 3) with small ampli¬

tudes, but spatially large extent. The decomposition is initiated by the spontaneous

formation and subsequent growth of these coherent compositional fluctuations as

Gibbs energy is lowered. The result of this mechanism are concentration modula¬

tions that can further evolve to reach the concentration of the equilibrium phase.

The existence of a unique spinodal curve, however, is based on a mean-field

approximation for the Gibbs energy. The local concentration c(r) used for the

description of the homophase fluctuations is obtained by "coarse graining" over a

cell of size L3 by

c(r)=L-3]>> , (5)

where the sum runs over all discrete elements i of the cell and ct = 1, if the lattice

site is taken by a B atom, and ct = 0, if it is taken by an A atom in an A-B alloy.

The length scale L must be large in comparison with the lattice spacing and small

enough to resolve a typical composition profile.

The spinodal theories are based on the assumption that in each stage of the de¬

composition reaction the concentration field is known. The Gibbs energy change AG

due to the transfer from the homogeneous system with composition cq to the inho-

mogeneous solid solution containing compositional fluctuations c(r) can be written

as

AG = j[gcg(c)-gcg(co) + K(\/c)2 + V2Y(c-Co)2]dV , (6)

where gcg is the "coarse grained" Gibbs energy density. The gradient energy term

considers the spatial compositional fluctuations and consists of the composition gra¬

dient Vc and the gradient-energy coefficient K. As the lattice parameter a changes

with composition, coherency strains must be considered in an additional elastic en¬

ergy term. Here, r/ = d In a/dc, and Y is the effective elastic modulus of the alloy.

The time dependence of the composition c(r) at position r was derived by Cahn

and Hilliard [Cahn59a] from the diffusion equation:

^^ = ^V2[(^U+2r?2r)c(r,t)-2A'V4c(r,t)] , (7)

where M describes the mobility and nv is the number of atoms per unit volume.

The equation requires that the amplitude c(r) — c0 of the compositional fluctuation
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is rather small and both M and -^i|Co are independent of composition.

Local changes in composition from the mean composition c0 can also be expressed

by a Fourier integral

Ac(r, t) = A(k, t) exp(i k • r) dk (8)

with wavenumber k = 2-ir/A of the Fourier component and wavelength A of the

compositional fluctuation. Eq. 7 has then a solution for every A(k, t) with

A(k, t) = A(k, 0) exp[R(k)t] (9)

where R(k) is

aw =
-^ g|co + 2,2r + 2rf k2

. (10)

This amplification factor controls the time evolution of the compositional modula¬

tions. However, the exponential growth of compositional fluctuations of the struc¬

ture function S(Q, t) = \A(Q, t)\2 was not observed in this work (see also Chap. 2.3).

Decomposition of Ni-rich Ni-Ti was studied with several methods (see Table 1).

Diffuse satellites near the fundamental X-ray diffraction lines and diffuse superlat-

tice lines sharpening with ageing time were reported by Bagariatskii and Tiapkin

[Baga57] and by Buckle et al. [Buck59] for the as-quenched state. They interpreted

the sidebands of the Debye-Scherrer rings in terms of two models: (i) by particles

surrounded by a solute-depleted zone and arranged randomly in a supersaturated

matrix (a model proposed by Guinier [Guin53]) and (ii) by periodic variations of

the lattice parameter induced by concentration fluctuations according to the work of

Daniel and Lipson [Dani42]. An increase of hardness with ageing time was reported

and first micrographs of the microstructure of aged samples were presented showing

the periodic arrangement of cuboidal precipitates with interfaces parallel to {100}

and aligned along (100). In order to understand the periodic arrangement (termed

"modulated" structure) Buckle et al. [Buck59] proposed two interpretations based

on Gibbs energy considerations; (i) because of the large undercooling of the sam¬

ples, the second derivative of the Gibbs energy could be negative and a sinusoidal

concentration fluctuation with increasing amplitude would result without any en¬

ergy barrier for decomposition, (ii) if the second derivative is positive, a critical size

of a nucleus with defined composition would be necessary, thus, an energy barrier
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for the formation of precipitates would exist. The resulting coherency strains of

the nucleus with a different lattice parameter than the surrounding matrix could

also favor the periodic particle alignment as found in micrographs and related to

the sidebands in the powder measurements. Bagaryatskii and Tyapkin [Baga61]

favored Guinier's model [Guin53] for the early stages of phase separation preceded

by smooth concentration modulations (leading to satellites).

From their magnetic measurements Ben Israel and Fine [Benls63] concluded that

the microstructure evolves in three steps. First, particles with nearly Ni-14.3 at.% Ti

are formed following spinodal decomposition. These particles with sharp concen¬

tration profiles are considered responsible for irregularities found in magnetization

curves. Next, the periodic arrangement of the spinodally formed precipitates leads

to the modulated structure of subsequently stoichiometric Ni3Ti 7' precipitates nu¬

cleating on these particles. The final transformation to the stable r/ phase was not

observed in their studies. The conclusions of Ben Israel and Fine [Benls63] was

supported by Dawance et al. [Dawa64], showing a two-step temporal evolution in

yield stress. The first step (up to ~30 h at 525°C) is interpreted by sinusoidal

compositional fluctuations, while the microstructure of the second stage is related

to particles with sharp interfaces. The yield stress measurements did not show the

compositional dependence expected from Cahn's theory of spinodal decomposition.

Based on hardness measurements and TEM studies, Saito and Watanabe [Sait69]

concluded that small particles with a weak superstructure were already formed

during quenching. The composition of these particles was assumed to be non-

stoichiometric and to raise the hardness of the material in a first quick step. A

further increase in hardness (after about 10 h at 600°C) was attributed to a further

increase in composition as proposed by Ben Israel and Fine [Benls63]. Whether the

initial mechanism is of spinodal nature or not, could not be decided.

Sinclair et al. [Sinc74] studied Ni-14 at.% Ti by means of FIM and deduced

that spinodal decomposition is the relevant mechanism for phase separation below

880±70°C. A continuous change of the Ti content between Ti-rich and Ti-poor re¬

gions was reported starting with the as-quenched state. During ageing the interfaces

got sharper. A sharp interface, however, was not yet present after ageing for 290 h.

The modulation wavelength resulting from this analysis was compared with that

obtained from the sidebands of Debye-Scherrer rings; the discrepancy of 40 — 50% in

wavelength was interpreted as resulting from measuring different quantities; while

the sidebands are related to a lattice parameter modulation (due to a compositional

modulation), the FIM contrast reflects the variation in local order. In this study no
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intermediate state was found, but the compositional fluctuation in the as-quenched

state was rather large (between 12 and 18 at.% Ti), the volume fraction of the

precipitates was determined to be ~28%.

TEM images of the early ageing stages of Ni-(9.6 and 11.9) at.% Ti aged at

600°C [Laugh76] showed periodically aligned particles already in the as-quenched

state leading to sidebands in the diffraction patterns. This result was interpreted

as due to spinodal decomposition, whereas a nucleation-and-growth reaction was

expected to show a more random microstructural morphology. The presence of

sidebands flanking the fundamental X-ray diffraction rings was studied in detail by

Hashimoto and Tsujimoto [Hash76], but associated to a strong distortion field of

particles nucleated after an incubation time. The same authors presented an X-

ray study combined with TEM [Hash78] and concluded that more or less aligned

particles (depending on undercooling) are formed by a nucleation-and-growth reac¬

tion. From the lattice parameter of the particles the composition of the precipi¬

tates was determined to be below 18 at.% Ti. In a subsequent magnetic study on

Ni-9.6 at.% Ti at several temperatures Hashimoto and Tsujimoto [Hash81] noted

different behaviors on ageing below or above ~530°C and assigned this temperature

to the transition from the metastable to the unstable region.

So far, spinodal decomposition was favored for the beginning of phase separation

in Ni-Ti deeply quenched into the two-phase region. This preference was solely based

on the morphology of the quasi-periodic arrangement of cuboidal particles and on

the fact that the concentration modulation was more sinusoidal than stepwise.

Grüne and Haasen [Griin86a] followed the decomposition of Ni-12 at.% Ti for

up to 256 h on ageing at 550°C by means of AP-FIM. Analyzing the time evolution

of the edge length and spacing of the precipitates revealed power laws with time

exponents of 0.22 and 0.24, respectively, from the beginning of ageing. Based on

computer simulations of the AP-FIM results, it was concluded that particles larger

than 3 nm have the stoichiometric composition of 7' Ni3Ti. While the wavelike

character of concentration profiles and a continuously increasing amplitude was first

interpreted in terms of spinodal decomposition, a reinterpretation of these results

[Griin88] attributes the apparent concentration waves to finite instrumental resolu¬

tion.

A very suitable method to test the theories of the early stages of phase sepa¬

ration is small-angle scattering of X-rays (SAXS) and neutrons (SANS) (see, e.g.,

Kostorz [Kost96]). The main problem is to extract in a quantitative manner all the

structural data contained in the scattering curves. A first series of measurements
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with SANS was performed by Cerri et al. [Cerr87, Cerr88b, Cerr90a, Cerr90b] on

different single crystals of Ni-Ti measured m-situ between 500 and 580°C. The evo¬

lution of the scattering function with ageing time was analyzed according to the

Cahn-Hilliard linearized theory of spinodal decomposition, with moderate success.

However, no incubation time for decomposition was detected within 20 min, and an

anisotropic scattering pattern was always monitored with intensity maxima along

(100). Special attention was paid to a homogeneous sample composition after the

quench, emphasizing that the initial conditions are very crucial in experiments on

the kinetics of phase separation.

High-resolution X-ray diffraction experiments from Ungar et al. [Unga91] sup¬

plemented with results from TEM, microhardness measurements and compression

tests by Lambrigger et al. [Lamb92a] led to the conclusion that the early stages are

more likely governed by composition waves along (100), growing in amplitude and

wavelength. The concentration of the primary evolving precipitates was determined

to be about 16 at.% Ti.

A second SANS investigation mainly on polycrystals was performed by Vyskocil

et al. [Vysk95, Vysk97] on Ni-(10.8 and 11.8) at.% Ti aged up to 827 h at 580°C.

After a fast decomposition reaction, a plateau in concentration is reached in agree¬

ment with the results of Cerri et al. [Cerr90a]. After about 50 h of ageing, the

concentration of the precipitates starts to grow again, and a level of (22±2) at.% Ti

is reached after 400-500 h.

1.3 Ordering and decomposition

According to the phase diagram (Fig. 1), a quench from the homogeneous 7 solid

solution into the two-phase region gives rise to phase separation as described in the

previous section. In Ni-Ti the stable product of phase separation is preceded by

metastable states.

Bagariatskii and Tiapkin [Baga57] already noted order (Ll2 type) within the

precipitates, later on clearly resolved in electron diffraction patterns [Sait69], even

in the as-quenched samples. This was an indication that there might be an inter¬

play between ordering and decomposition in Ni-rich Ni-Ti. Because of the non-

stoichiometric composition determined for the particles and in agreement with the

proposed Ni-14.3 at.% Ti composition [Benls63], Saito and Watanabe [Sait69] pro¬

posed a structure model based on the Ll2 structure with half of the Ti-sites occupied
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by vacancies. Cerri [Cerr88a] took this "vacancy model" as unrealistic as an esti¬

mated vacancy concentration of 10~2 would be required. The model of Yoshida et

al. [Yosh86a] is probably more adequate; all Ni-sites are occupied by Ni-atoms and

the Ti-lattice by Ti- and Ni-atoms (i.e., Ni-12.5 at.% Ti). This model was based

on HRTEM images indicating ordered regions and on electron diffraction patterns

showing sharp spots at Ll2 superstructure positions, both features already in the

sample after a slow quench.

Using field-ion microscope contrast, Sinclair et al. [Sinc74] concluded that the

Ll2-ordered precipitates repeatedly show Ni-atoms on Ti-sites. Due to the presence

of ordered regions in samples quenched from high temperatures, it was concluded

that ordering in Ti-rich regions occurs simultaneously with spinodal decomposition.

Laughlin [Laugh76] addressed the sequence of ordering and decomposition in Ni-

(10 and 12) at.% Ti with TEM. Because no superstructure reflections were observed

in the diffraction patterns of a homogenized and brine-quenched sample, but satel¬

lites near the fundamental reflections, it was concluded that decomposition precedes

ordering. The sequence given is 7 — 7(Ni) + 7(Ti) — 7(Ni) + 7'. The disordered

supersaturated 7 solid solution separates via spinodal decomposition into two disor¬

dered phases [7(Ni) and 7(Ti)] where the Ti-rich region finally gives the Ll2-ordered

7' phase.

For samples of composition and ageing temperature corresponding to those of

Laughlin [Laugh76], Watts and Ralph [Watt77] presented a combined TEM and

FIM study which led to the opposite conclusion. The quench of the solution treated

sample was considered good as no superlattice reflections were detected in the elec¬

tron diffraction patterns. A combined evolution of both processes was admitted, but

if a distinction should be made, then ordering should be faster than phase separation

because of the shorter distances for diffusion.

The evolution of superlattice reflections in single crystals was investigated by

Cerri et al. [Cerr87] using X-ray scattering. The authors stressed that quenching

conditions are essential and a homogeneous microstructure seems hardly obtainable

for alloys with more than 11 at.% Ti. While the SANS measurements confirmed a

homogeneous distribution of solute atoms in as-quenched samples for Ti contents

with 11.5 at.%, a finite amount of order was recorded.

Recent diffuse wide-angle scattering studies [Buch99b] with neutrons on Ni-(5.8

and 9.6) at.% Ti aged in the 7 solid solution region of the phase diagram provided

sets of effective pair interaction parameters Vimn (see Sec. 2.4). In comparison with
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a random state, the local atomic arrangement in these short-range ordered states

showed a characteristic increase in configurations that are seen in the Ll2 structure.

By means of graphical thermodynamics Soffa and Laughlin [Soff89] addressed

the problem of decomposition and ordering involving first-order order — disorder

transformations, e.g., the Al — Ll2 transformation. They gave systematics of map¬

ping the regions of instability with respect to phase separation and/or ordering in a

thermodynamic framework. The theory of continuous ordering and decomposition

has also been treated in detail by, e.g., Kokorin and Chuistov [Koko76], Kulkarni et

al. [Kulk85] and Khachaturyan et al. [Khach88a].

The stability of a long-range ordered (LRO) state is discussed by plotting the

Gibbs energies at a given temperature as a function of the long-range order pa¬

rameter r/ that may be obtained from the amplitude of static concentration waves

[Khach78]. Fig. 4 shows temperature regions limited by instability temperatures:

T > T+ : the ordered state (r/ ^ 0) is unstable with respect to the disordered state

(77 = 0); T+ is the instability temperature for disordering.

T+ > T > Tc : the ordered state is metastable with respect to the disordered state.

T = Tc : the disordered state is in thermodynamic equilibrium with the ordered

state.

Tc> T > T~ : the disordered state is metastable with respect to the ordered state;

T~ is the instability temperature for ordering.

T~ > T : the disordered state is unstable with respect to the ordered state.

If the ordered state is stable with respect to the disordered state (T < Tc), for

a given temperature and a given concentration the order parameter corresponding

to the minimum in AG can be determined. By plotting the Gibbs energies for

the disordered and the ordered phases (once the order parameter is known) as a

function of alloy composition, it is possible to obtain the equilibrium two-phase

region by applying the common-tangent construction.

In order to calculate the Gibbs energy G(T, c, rf) as a function of temperature

T, composition c and order parameter r/, one expresses the order parameter by site

occupation probabilities of the sublattices for the corresponding structure (here Ll2).

The configurational energy for nearest-neighbor interactions Vn^ may be written as
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EnN = 12NVnNc2 - -NVnNV2 (H)

with

T/AA , taBB

t/ _

KnN + VN T/AB
I'iiN

—

~ VN (12)

while the entropy in the point approximation of the cluster variation method [Kiku51]

is

S = kB ln(lU) =
kvJN

4

{3[(1 - c + |) ln(l - c + |) + (c - |) ln(c - |)]
+ (l-c-|)ln(l-C-^) + (C+^)ln(c+Ç)}

(13)

To determine the state of thermal equilibrium, the Gibbs energy G = F — TS

E — TS has to be minimized

dG
n

d2G
-7—

= 0 and -7— > 0

or] ör\l
(14)
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yielding

(l-c+g)(c+f)=4^N

(l-c-?)(c-?) feT
ln-—:—3^7:—- = i7^Fri • (15)

Within the approach of static concentration waves [Khach78] effective pair in¬

teractions without restriction to nearest neighbors are taken into account. For the

Ll2 structure the wave vectors of the three concentration waves are of the type

ks = —(1, 0, 0). The total energy now reads

E = NV(0,0,0)c2 + —NV(l,0,0)r]2 (16)
16

where V(k) is the Fourier transform of the effective pair interaction parameters

V(r). Thus, the order parameter for the state of thermal equilibrium is given by

lB(Iz£±|><£±*>
=
_£M%

. (17)
(l-c-C)(c-J) kBT

The basic assumptions of this model are;

(i) the effective pair interaction parameters V(r) are temperature and concentra¬

tion independent,

(ii) the mean-field approximation is appropriate,

(iii) the entropy is treated in the point approximation.

Depending on the absolute value of V(l, 0, 0) and V(0, 0, 0) in the Gibbs energy

as a function of composition for the disordered and the ordered state, four situations

can be distinguished ([Kulk85]);

(i) the disordered solid solution is metastable with respect to clustering and or¬

dering.

(ii) the disordered solid solution is initially unstable with respect to ordering but

metastable against clustering. The ordering of the solid solution to the opti¬

mum level can, subsequently, introduce a clustering instability in the ordered

structure.
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(iii) the disordered solid solution is initially unstable with respect to clustering but

metastable with respect to ordering. In this situation, clustering occurs first,

which may render the solid-enriched regions unstable with respect to ordering.

(iv) the disordered solid solution is unstable with respect to clustering and ordering.

The graphical treatment from Soffa and Laughlin [SofF89] gave a new basis for

the interpretation of the early stages of phase transformation in alloys where both

ordering and phase separation occur, like in Ni-rich Ni-Ti. The possible regions of

instability by variation of the ratio and sign of V(0, 0, 0) and V(l, 0, 0) were discussed

by Simmons and Laughlin [Simm92].

1.4 The late stages of decomposition (coarsening,
Ostwald ripening)

Once the supersaturation has become very small, the Gibbs energy of the system

is further decreased by increasing the size of the particles to reduce the interfacial

energy. According to the Gibbs-Thomson equation, small spherical particles with

cr > c dissolve while the large particles grow. This phenomenon is called Ostwald

ripening [OstwOl] or coarsening. The corresponding theory has been developed

independently by Lifshitz and Slyozov [Lifs61] and by Wagner [Wagn61], it is called

LSW theory. The theory is based on the linearized Gibbs-Thomson equation (large

particles) and the assumption of an infinitely dilute isotropic system (no interacting

particles, very small volume fraction) with vanishing supersaturation. Both, the

precipitates and the matrix are taken to behave like fluids, i.e. no coherency strains

are present. In the asymptotic limit (t — oo), the theory predicts:

(i) The average radius f follows the equation

f3-f\ = kt (18)

where fo is the average radius at the onset (t = to) of coarsening, and k is the

rate constant given by
8 D oaR v ce . .

^ = ÖT^ — 19
9 kB 1 cp

- ce

with the effective diffusion coefficient D, the interfacial energy aaß, the atomic

volume v of the particle with a concentration cp, and ce the equilibrium value

of the matrix concentration.
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(ii) The average solute concentration c of the matrix varies as

c-Ce = (Kt)-* (20)

where

assuming r(t) ^$> r\)

(iii) The particle-size distribution f(p) is time independent and assumes the scaled

form

f(p) = (;r^-)3 (tt^)* (2iY exp(--^-) forp<|
3 + p 3-2p 3 3 - 2p 2

^2)

f(p) = 0 forp>^
where p = r/f is the reduced radius of any particle.

A coarsening analysis on Ni-Ti was performed by Ardell [Arde67] reinterpreting

the magnetic measurements of Ben Israel and Fine [Benls63]. Combining Eqs. 18

and 20, the interfacial energy aaß and the effective diffusion coefficient D were

obtained assuming that txl3 holds. This publication led to a controversy about the

time dependence of the volume fraction [Cohe68, Arde68]. In the magnetic study of

Rastogi and Ardell [Rast69], the evolution of the measured matrix concentrations

as a function of t~xl3 yielded the coherent solubility line of the phase diagram for

temperatures between 525 and 775°C;

,
1.286 x 10"20 U

, x

ceTl = 0.2566 exp —

.
23

kBl

Sass and Cohen [Sass69] studied the precipitation in Ni-10.3 at.% Ti-0.6 at.% Al

at various temperatures by means of TEM and determined the particle-size distri¬

bution along (100) and the corresponding particle spacing, the particle density and

the volume fraction of the precipitates. The fact that a precipitate composition close

to Ni-14.3 at.% Ti was found in accordance with Ben Israel and Fine [Benls63], and

the continuing change in volume fraction made an interpretation of the early stages

in terms of coarsening questionable.

In order to clarify the disagreement, magnetic measurements and TEM were

undertaken [Arde70] on Ni-10.4 at.% Ti aged between 525 and 692°C. These experi¬

ments confirmed the coarsening behavior at late ageing times (after 20 min at 692°C,

D feT 2

9 V (7aß Ce
(21)
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1 h at 593°C and 16 h at 525°C) as the matrix concentration varied as t~xl3 and

the particle size proportional to txl3. However, an important discrepancy was noted,

namely that the "quasisteady" particle-size distribution was much broader and more

symmetrical than that predicted by the LSW theory. This fact was attributed to

elastic strain effects due to coherency (discussed in the next section). Regarding the

presence of an intermediate state Ni-14.3 at.% Ti, this was left open to question,

but it was attested that before reaching the coarsening stage, a two-stage reaction

describes the early stages of decomposition properly.

The studies of Sinclair et al. [Sinc74] and Suzuki et al. [Suzu81] confirmed

the results of Ardell [Arde70], but some different values for D and aaß were found.

The deviations of the coarsening rate constants and, hence, of D and aaß, but a

qualitative good agreement of the temporal behavior with theory for non dilute

systems lead to the conclusion, that the coarsening rate constant may depend on

volume fraction.

After considering corrections to the LSW theory for a concentrated regular solid

solution derived by Calderon et al. [Cald94], an interfacial energy aaß = 13.0 mJ/m2
and an interdiffusion coefficient D = 1.19 x 10~14 cm2/s was obtained for T = 692°C

[Arde95].

Theoretical treatments and computer simulations [Arde72, Brail79, Davie80,

Voorh84a, Voorh84b, Marq84, Toku84, Enom86] were devoted to the question wheth¬

er the coarsening rate depends on the volume fraction of the precipitate phase. Gen¬

erally the f oc txl3 law of coarsening held also for larger volume fractions. However,

large differences in the dependence of the coarsening rate constant on volume frac¬

tion were found ranging from a factor of 1.6 to ~10 with respect to the LSW rate

constant. In other words, the rate constant is an increasing function of the volume

fraction, i.e., alloys with a higher volume fraction of the second phase coarsen faster.

Within the BWEM ("encounter modified" Brailsford-Wynblatt) theory of [Toku84]

the time-independent particle-size distribution function for any volume fraction is

obtained. The effect of volume fraction on the shape, illustrated in Fig. 5, is an

increase of the width with volume fraction, a decrease of the skewness from positive

values to negative values, and an increase of the cut-off value for p (p = 3/2 in the

LSW theory).

One of the predictions of the coarsening theories is the time-invariant scaled

particle-size distribution during extended ageing. This reflects the fact that once the

volume fraction has reached its equilibrium value, consecutive configurations of the

precipitate microstructure are geometrically similar, i.e., are statistically uniform on
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Figure 5: Particle size distribution function w(p) as a function of reduced particle
radius p for different values of volume fraction cf> as given by the BWEM ( "encounter
modified" Brailsford-Wynblatt) theory. After [Jaya89].

a scale which is considerably larger than some characteristic length L of the system.

This self-similarity of the microstructural evolution is expressed in the dynamical

scaling (see, e.g., [Bind74]) of the structure function S(Q,t)

S(Q,t) = L3(t)F[QL(t)] ;t>t0 (24)

where F is the scaling function independent of time after a transient time to.

The scaling behavior of the SANS function of Ni-11.5 at.% Ti aged at 500 and

580°C and of Ni-10.5 at.% Ti aged at 540°C between 1 and 19 h was tested by Cerri

et al. [Cerr90a] using three different time-dependent scaling lengthes L(t);

(i) -Rg(t), the radius of gyration (Eq. 55) obtained from S(Q, t) oc exp[—(QRg)2/3],

(ii) Qmax(l)) lne inverse of the peak position, and

(iii) M^~l(t) = rs(Qt)dQ '
lne mverse °f lhe firsl moment of the small-angle scat¬

tering curve.
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If scaling holds, these three parameters should not give different results. How¬

ever, Rg is influenced by interference effects and Qmax is found to be weakly time-

dependent, while Mf1 holds well for all ageing times.

A scaling test of the SANS curves of Ni-(10.8 and 11.8) at.% Ti aged at 580°C

with respect to the first or the second metastable state was performed by Vyskocil

et al. [Vysk97]. The graphical scaling analysis proposed by Fratzl et al. [Frat83]

was used which takes advantage of the whole scattering curve; ln[S(Q, tt)] is plotted

versus ln(Q). If the curves can be superimposed, the structure function is said to

scale. Scaling held in both cases and was related to an increase in scattering contrast

during the first regime and to a linear increase of the particle volume with time in

the late ageing regime. This reflected the two plateaus obtained from the integrated

intensity of the scattering curves and hence called 7" and 7'.

As the self-similarity of a precipitate microstructure and, hence, the scaling law

(Eq. 24) is implicitly contained in the LSW theory, the expected region of their

validity coincide. An important consequence is therefore, that any valid scaling

length should obey the coarsening power law, e.g.,

Q;*MKta , (25)

where a = 1/3. This implies a power law behavior of the maximum of the structure

function, e.g.,

S(Qmax,t)(xtb (26)

with b = 1, if the coarsening stage is reached.

A common approach to study the coarsening behavior is based on computer sim¬

ulations of the related kinetics (see, e.g., Binder [BindOla] and references therein).

Different power laws were identified and classified according to the underlying de¬

composition processes. The power law exponent was usually smaller than the pre¬

dicted one from LSW theory, typically, a = 1/6 — 1/4.

For Ni-Ti, different power laws were reported. Generally the evolution of a first

stage was associated with an exponent a ~ 1/5 [Sait69, Griin88, Cerr87, Vysk97],

while for later stages the LSW exponent was reported [Arde70, Sinc74, Lamb92a,

Vysk97, Li97, KimOO].

In addition to the LSW coarsening mechanism which is based on the condensation

or evaporation of single atoms from dissolving or growing precipitates, Binder and
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Heermann [Bind85] proposed to take particle motion and possible coagulation into

account. However, in alloys this effect is expected to be weak, especially, if the

precipitates are ordered and the formation of antiphase boundaries requires extra

work. Another possibility for changing the kinetics is preferential nucleation or

agglomeration at static defects (e.g., point defects, dislocations, grain boundary

diffusion, ...).

Nucleation-and-growth reactions, spinodal decomposition in the early stages and

coarsening in the late stages were addressed in the previous sections. The rigorous

temporal separation of these processes is helpful for a basic understanding, but

probably misleading in real systems, where the different processes may occur simul¬

taneously (see, e.g., [Lang80, Kamp84, WagnOl]).

1.5 Contributions due to coherency strains

If the lattice parameters of the matrix am and the precipitates ap are different, stress

fields are created during decomposition. For a small lattice parameter misfit, ö =

2(ap—am)/(ap+am), a common lattice can still be defined throughout the two phases,

but the lattice is distorted (see Fig. 6). The lattice mismatch is accommodated by

coherency strains. Hence, the driving force may by modified by adding an elastic

term to the Gibbs energy (AGeiast) as shown in Eq. 2 for the nucleation-and-growth

stage. Comparing the interfacial energy of a spherical precipitate with radius R

(= AnGaßR2) and the elastic energy (= ^j-^y- with G as a typical elastic modulus)

of such a precipitate, a critical radius is obtained

In the early stages of decomposition the precipitates are much smaller than R0

and the contribution of the interfacial energy dominates. Later in the decomposition

process, the precipitates will be of the size of R0 or larger, and elastic effects become

important.

In a recent review by Fratzl et al. [Frat99] different models of phase separa¬

tion in alloys with coherency strains were presented. A summary of simulations

that consider elastic effects on decomposition processes, are given by Weinkamer

[WeinOOa].

(i) The sharp interface model; Both phases are treated as continuum separated
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Figure 6: Schematic representation of coherency strains due to the lattice parameter

misfit 5. a) 5 > 0, b) 5 < 0.

by a geometrically sharp interface. While the static model just describes

the Gibbs energy of various configurations of inclusions according to Eshelby

[Eshe57], the dynamic model accounts for diffusion mechanisms and models

the path from one arrangement to another, too.

(ii) The diffuse interface model: This model is based on the treatment of spin¬

odal decomposition by Cahn [Cahn61]. The microstructure of the interface

is not geometrically sharp, but the concentration field varies across the the

two phases, accompanied by the displacement field. The time evolution of the

system is modelled by the Cahn-Hilliard diffusion equation (Eq. 7).

(iii) The atomic lattice model; This model is based on atomic interactions and

treats motions by means of Monte-Carlo simulations. The interaction energy

of two atoms is the sum of chemical and elastic interactions depending on the

kind of atom and on relative position of atoms. Because no rigid underlying

lattice is assumed, the displacements have to be small with respect to the

lattice parameter to ensure coherency. Diffusion is incorporated by allowing

atoms to change their positions.

If the lattice parameters are approximately the same in both phases, all three

models give results in agreement with experiments. However, open questions start

with the increasing misfit.

Typical effects in the presence of coherency strains are
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(i) a strong influence on particle shape, changing from spherical to cigar-, cube-

or plate-like shape,

(ii) an alignment of precipitates along the elastically soft directions,

(iii) a change in the coarsening rate of precipitates.

For Ni-rich Ni-Ti, typical effects of elastic coherency strains have been reported

since the earliest studies; the precipitates are more cube-like and aligned along the

soft elastic (100) directions. For small undercooling and small volume fractions, a

random distribution of particles was reported [Hash78]. Sass and Cohen [Sass67]

determined the lattice parameter misfit 5 = 0.85% in Ni-10.3 at.% Ti-0.6 at.% Al by

electron diffraction. The deviation of the particle-size distribution of Ardell [Arde70]

from the LSW theory was interpreted to be due to the presence of coherency strains.

Yoshida et al. [Yosh86a] presented HRTEM images and diffraction patterns of

Ni-Ti. The differences in lattice spacings already in the as-quenched samples sug¬

gested compositional modulations. Cerri et al. [Cerr87, Cerr88a, Cerr90a, Cerr90b]

demonstrated with m-situ SANS that particle alignment is already present from the

beginning of ageing as interparticle interference peaks along (100) are found. The

elastic distortion field around the precipitates was studied by means of HR-XRD

[Unga91]. Satellites of 220 fundamental reflections indicated periodic strain modu¬

lations due to compositional variations. After long ageing times at stepwise raised

temperatures the satellites disappeared and only two peaks parallel to the scattering

vector are observed.

A change in shape from spherical to cube-like particles during ageing was re¬

ported by Laughlin [Laugh76]. Vyskocil et al. [Vysk97] modelled the anisotropic

SANS pattern of a Ni-10.8 at.% Ti single crystal aged at 580°C up to 100 h. The ra¬

tio of particle sizes along (111) and (100) directions increased from 1.2 to 1.6 during

this time interval, demonstrating the change from more spherical to more cube-like

particles. Grüne [Grün88], however, based on AP-FIM experiments reported a size

relationship -D(m) = \/3-D(ioo) (D is a typical size of the precipitates) throughout

the whole decomposition sequence.

1.6 The stable r\ phase

According to the equilibrium phase diagram (Fig. 1), the r/ phase with D024 structure

is the stable product after prolonged ageing in the two-phase region. The phase was
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first detected by Vogel and Wallbaum [Voge38] and the structure was determined by

Laves and Wallbaum [Lave39]. Based on lattice parameter measurements [Pool54]

the homogeneity range in the assessment of Murray [Murr91] was considered very

small (line compound). However, the reassessment by Bellen et al [Bell96] showed

a finite homogeneity range for N13T1.

A time-temperature-transition (TTT) diagram was proposed by Mihahsin and

Decker [Miha60], who investigated the age-hardening of polycrystallme Ni-12.2 at.%

Ti. The formation of the stable r/ phase is made responsible for a loss in hardness

upon overagemg. A fast formation on gram boundaries and a slower one within the

grains were distinguished. Both mechanisms are accelerated by cold work.

The h.c.p. structure of the r/ phase (stacking sequence ABACABAC) and the

f.c.c. structure of the 7 solid solution (stacking sequence ABCABC) have a close

onentational relationship, as the basal plane of the plate-like precipitates of the r/

phase and the {111} planes of the parent 7 phase are parallel (see Fig. 7). This was

confirmed by electron diffraction patterns of Ni-11.2 at.% Ti [Sait69].

Ll2 D024

Figure 7. Relationship between the two ordered structures Ll2 and D024.
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Sass and Cohen [Sass69] noticed that some platelets seemed to "absorb" 7' par¬

ticles. The observation of only a few dislocations in the matrix-platelet interface led

to the suggestion that the r/ particles are partially coherent and that the formation

of such platelets involves dislocations. Sinclair et al. [Sinc74] observed intergranular

r/ particles after 64 h of ageing at 600°C with FIM and supported the idea of a direct

7' to r/ transformation. The presence of large r/ particles after 4 h of ageing at 800°C

was confirmed by AP-FIM studies [Griin88].

The decomposition study of Hashimoto and Tsujimoto [Hash78] revealed an

incubation time of the r/ plates for two compositions and different ageing temper¬

atures, too, but TEM images indicated no direct transformation from 7' to r/ as

large platelets are separated by a Ti-depleted zone from regions where the cube-like

7' precipitates were arranged regularly along (100). Above 940 to 950°C for Ni-

11.9 at.% Ti and 675 to 700°C for Ni-9.6 at.% Ti only the r/ platelets were observed.

It was concluded that the formation of the metastable phase was suppressed.

The possible transformation Ll2 — D024 was studied by Lambrigger et al.

[Lamb92c]. The authors proposed a mechanism based on superpartial dislocations.

Another mechanism active for the transformation of the Al structure to the stack¬

ing sequence of the D024 structure based on Shockley partial dislocations was also

proposed requiring an extensive diffusion to form such platelets. Defective stacking

sequences are frequent in the early stages of r/ formation. The direct transformation

of 7' particles to r/ plates requires that these particles have the same Ti content as

the r/ plates.

In-situ inelastic neutron scattering [Buch99b] of 58Ni-9.6 at.% Ti aged at 700,

770 and 830°C did not reveal any precursor of the transition from the Ll2 structure

to the D024 structure with respect to static and dynamic displacements (lattice

instabilities). A long incubation time for the r\ phase formation in this concentration

and temperature window might be the reason for this missing observation.

1.7 Open questions

An open question of the early stages of phase separation is the role of ordering in

Ni-Ti. How is decomposition affected by ordering? Does ordering precede phase

separation and trigger the decomposition by its presence or is the kinetics path

different?

Repeatedly, a Ti content far from stoichiometric Ni3Ti was reported for the
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precipitates. Ben Israel and Fine [Benls63] proposed a two-stage reaction where

Ni-14.3 at.% Ti precedes Ni3Ti. A composition different from Ni3Ti at early stages

was confirmed by Saito and Watanabe [Sait69], Sass and Cohen [Sass69] and Ardell

[Arde70], but no evidence for such a pre-stage was found by Sinclair et al. [Sinc74]

and Grüne [Grün88] (both being FIM studies). Based on powder diffraction mea¬

surements and TEM studies, Hashimoto and Tsujimoto [Hash78] determined a Ti

concentration of the precipitates well below 25 at.% Ti and proposed a metastable

two-phase region (indicated in Fig. 1).

SANS measurements of Cerri et al. [Cerr90a, Cerr90a] and Vyskocil et al.

[Vysk97] at temperatures below 580°C established the existence of this metastable

phase, now called 7", changing to 7' at late stages. The decomposition sequence

was written as

7^7 + 7" -^7 + 7' -^7 + 77 .

The two-stage evolution established by Vyskocil et al. [Vysk97] was measured

on different samples with almost identical compositions at room temperature, i.e.

after quenching them from the ageing temperature. Hence, m-situ studies recording

the evolution of all stages in one sample would be desirable.

The aim of the present study is to examine the existence region of the metastable

7" phase for different concentrations at elevated temperatures. Also, a possible sup¬

pression of these intermediate metastable states upon ageing at higher temperatures

is unknown.
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Chapter 2

The methods and principles

2.1 Introduction

Phase separation from the very beginning to the late coarsening stages can be inves¬

tigated by different microanalytical tools. The requirements of a spatial resolution

ranging from a few nm up to 1 /im and chemical analysis are fulfilled by imaging

techniques like transmission electron microscopy and scattering techniques (small-

angle scattering, diffuse wide-angle scattering). As probes interacting with matter,

neutrons, X-rays and electrons are discussed in the following (see, e.g., [Kost94]).

2.1.1 Neutrons

A neutron has no charge, a mass mn, a magnetic moment ßn and a de Broglie

wavelength A = ^-^ (h is Planck's constant). The half life time for the decay

n — p + e~ + Ve of a neutron is 624 s and not important in experiments with

cold neutrons (e.g., A=6 and 8 A, E=1.5 and 1.1 meV, v = 500-700 m/s) used

in the present SANS experiments. Interaction with matter is due to short-ranging

nuclear interactions ("potential scattering" and "resonance scattering") and to in¬

teractions of the magnetic moments. Neutron scattering by a nucleus is essentially

point scattering and the nuclear scattering factors (scattering lengths) are essentially

independent of scattering vector.

The scattering length b of an atom in a solid is complex and can be written as

[Baco75]

«
, n

rn/2&
,

A
b=— with a = R + -— —— —— and a= - (29)

fj, (E-Ems) + iT/2
^

l + A
y J

where the first term is the potential scattering and the second term the resonance
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scattering. The latter depends on the neutron energy E, the resonance energy Eres

and on the energy widths for absorption and re-emission of a neutron, T and rn. The

radius R of the nucleus is approximately 1.3A1/3 fm where A is the mass number.

Scattering lengths can be positive or negative and vary from nucleus to nucleus in

a non-systematic way.

If the nucleus has a spin 7^0, different spin states have different scattering

lengths. The total scattering cross-section as for a chemical element is

<Ts = ^(\b\2) . (30)

The brackets denote a statistical average over all atoms where the averages are

weighted according to the isotopic distribution of the element and the spin proba¬

bilities.

Most materials have small total absorption cross sections aa and show a simple

wavelength dependence (except, e.g., Li, B, Cd, Gd)

aa = y<M&)> (31)

with wave vector k = |k| = 27r/A.

2.1.2 X-rays

X-rays are high-energy electromagnetic radiation (E = hv). The wavelength A of

X-rays in A is simply related to their energy E (in keV) by

*=è=m
The fundamental reason for the interaction of X-rays with atoms is the accel¬

eration experienced by electrons in the oscillating electric field of the X-rays. The

interaction of X-rays with matter can be categorized as follows;

(i) Compton scattering

The excitation of an electron by absorbing a part of the energy of an incident

photon in an inelastic collision is known as Compton scattering. As the phase

relationship with the original photon is lost, this process is incoherent. The

increase in wavelength AA of the scattered photon depends on the scattering

angle 29 through
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AA= —(1-cos20) . (33)
mec

Relative to elastic scattering, Compton scattering becomes smaller as the

atomic number of the scatterer increases.

(ii) Conversion to heat

Heat is a measure of atomic motion. The interaction of photons with phonons

(atom or molecule vibrations) results in an energy loss or gain for the photon

and contributes to inelastic coherent scattering (thermal diffuse scattering).

(iii) Photoelectric effect

If the energy of the incident photon is larger than the ionization energy of an

electron, the electron may absorb all the energy of the photon and become

ionized. The electron leaves the atom with a kinetic energy equal to the

difference of the incident photon and the ionization energy of the electron. The

electron produced can initiate a number of further events, such as fluorescence

and Auger electron production.

(iv) Absorption

For electromagnetic waves absorbed by matter, the following equation holds

I = Io exp(—fj,x) (34)

where 1$ is the intensity of the incident X-ray beam, I the intensity of the

transmitted beam, p, the linear absorption coefficient and x the thickness of

the material. As p, is a material parameter depending on density p, a mass

absorption coefficient (ß/p) is often used.

(v) Coherent scattering

Important for the study of structural properties of materials is the interaction

of photons with matter due to the elastic coherent scattering. Interferences

are possible because of the coherent nature. The study of elastic coherent

scattering from matter gives detailed insight in the structural properties of

the sample.

All these interactions are considered as beam-attenuating processes, where the

photoelectric effect is the most important one. If the energy of the incident photons

is close to the resonance energy in the electronic structure, an absorption edge is
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observed, corresponding to excitations of electrons in the K, L, etc. levels. The

electrons associated with the absorption move out of phase from the others and a

destructive interference results that reduces the atomic scattering factor.

The atomic scattering factor fa is complex

A = /o+ /' + »/" , (35)

where /' and /" are the real and imaginary part of the dispersion corrections (also

known as Hönl corrections), both depending on photon energy, and /o is the atomic

scattering factor without dispersion corrections, defined as the Fourier transform of

the electron density p(r) of a single atom;

/o = y"p(r)e^rdr (36)

where the integration runs over the size of the atom and /o is a function of the

scattering vector Q.

2.1.3 Electrons

Electrons have a very strong Coulomb interaction with matter. Both, the nuclei

and the electrons in the material interact with the incident electron beam and these

interactions are attractive or repulsive. The wavelength for electrons is given by the

de Broglie relationship with relativistic corrections as

A=
,

k
==

, (37)

^j2qmeU(l + ägs)

where c is the velocity of light, q the charge, me the mass of the electron and U is

the acceleration voltage to which the electrons have been subjected, typically 100-

300 kV. Thus, the wavelength (0.04-0.02 Â) is about 100 times smaller than the

interatomic distances
.

Using a radially symmetric Coulomb potential $(r) for the nucleus of an atom

i / x
Ze r eoh «Bohr

/00n

$W = 7—-exp(--) with R = =

, (38)
47re0r K irmeq2\/Z yz

with eo the dielectric constant, Z the atomic number and aßohr Bohr's radius, the

scattering amplitude (atomic scattering factor for electrons) is given by
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MQ) = ^f *(r)e**'dr«(Z-/a)-A- . (39)
"- J Atom «BohrV

The strong interaction of electrons with matter requires dynamical diffraction

theory. Only in the rare case where the extinction length £ is larger than the sample

thickness, the kinematic theory is applicable. The extinction length is defined as

i = -^-- with V(QHÄ
, (40)

2meAV{(4) 27rm.eevceii

where V(Q) is the potential of the crystal with the volume of the unit cell vceu-

F(Q) is the structure factor (see below).

2.2 Kinematical diffraction theory

The interaction of radiation and particles with matter is often described by the

kinematical diffraction theory which is based on the following assumptions.

(i) The scattering from individual atoms is elastic, i.e. the wavelengths of the

incident wave and the scattered wave are equal;

|ko| = |k| = y
. (41)

(ii) The scattering occurs coherently, i.e. the phase relationship of the incident

wave and the scattered wave is always the same for a given kind of atoms.

(iii) The scattering at individual scattering centers is so weak that the scattering

of the scattered wave at a second center can be neglected.

(iv) The total diffraction by an ensemble of scattering centers remains so weak that

the intensity of the incoming wave is practically not affected, i.e., there is no

absorption.

The basics of a scattering experiment are schematically shown in Fig. 8. A plane

wave of amplitude A(r,t) with energy E0 and wave vector k0 at position r and time

t is incident on a sample. A detector at a distance R registers the parameters of

the scattered wave under a given scattering angle 29. As only elastic scattering is

considered, the time dependent part of the plane wave can be omitted and only the
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Figure 8: Schematic layout of a scattering experiment.

direction of the wave vector is changed. The modulus of the scattering vector |Q|

is given by

i,-*! h i i
47rsin6l

,An.

|Q| = |k-ko| = —-—. (42)

The plane wave incident on N atoms at positions r„ excites N spherical waves in

coherency with the primary wave. The scattered wave detected at a distance much

larger than any sample dimension, R ^$> \rn\ fulfils the Fraunhofer condition and

may be approximated by a plane wave A(R) of wave vector k parallel to R;

A(R) = Ao-exp(ik-R)J2fnexp(-iQ-rn)
, (43)

'R
N

where A0 is a scalar and its square is the intensity Iq per unit area perpendicular to

k0 and fn is the atomic scattering amplitude (Eq. 29 for neutrons, Eq. 35 for X-rays

and Eq. 39 for electrons; while the scattering lengths for neutrons and electrons are

directly given in length units, the Thomson radius is the unit for X-rays). The sum

over all N scatterers is called the structure factor. It contains chemical and positional

information about the ensemble of individual scatterers and depends only on the

scattering vector. The intensity / recorded for a small area F with AQ = F/R2 <^ 1

(solid angle) is

I(Q) = Io\A(Q)\2^-2=I0\A(Q)\2AQ , (44)
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where I(Q)/(IoAQ) is called the differential scattering cross-section of the ensemble

dcr/dO. It is a function of Q and not of external parameters, like the incident

intensity or the solid angle of scattering.

In the presence of deviations from the average lattice positions, the transla¬

tion invariance is broken and diffuse scattering is found. Some aspects of diffuse

scattering will be the subject of the following sections, where - depending on the

location in reciprocal space - different treatments of the structure function are used

for conclusions on the microstructure of an alloy.

2.3 Near the incident beam

In this section the region close to the origin of the reciprocal space, i.e |Q| ^C n/da

where da is the smallest distance of lattice planes, will be considered exclusively.

This field is called small-angle scattering which means diffuse scattering for small

Q. If Qmax is the largest accessible scattering vector in the experiment, structural

details in real space over distances smaller than dmm ~ 27r/Qmax will not be resolved.

Thus, the discrete arrangement of scattering centers can be replaced by a contin¬

uous distribution p(r) of scattering length taken over volumes of about (27r/|Q|)3.
A detailed discussion of theory and experiments may be found in the books of,

e.g., Guinier and Fournet [Guin55], Guinier [Guin56], Kostorz [Kost79], Glatter and

Kratky [Glatt82], or Williams et al. [WÜ199].

The coherent scattering cross-section per atom for SAS is given by

—(Q) =1 / p(r) exp(iQ r)d3r
Jvs

(45)

where N is the number of scattering centers contained in the sample volume Vs. By

defining the macroscopic scattering cross-section as

Ë(Q) = ^5S(Q» = '"*«» (46)

and writing the fluctuation of the scattering length density around the average

sample value (this average is performed over distances much larger than 27r/Qmm,

and Qmm is the smallest scattering vector accessible in the experiment) in the form

Ap(r) = p(r) - p(r) , (47)
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the intensity can be written without loss of information as

WQ) =

y" Ap(r) exp(iQ r)d3r
vs

(48)

If Ap(r) is negligible, p(r) = p(r) = const, and the scattering intensity will be

zero for Q ^ 0 (and sufficiently large samples).

2.3.1 Two-phase model

The small-angle scattering intensity Isas is easily expressed if Np isolated particles

with homogeneous scattering length density pp are embedded in a homogeneous

matrix of scattering length density pm. The integration in Eq. 48 may then be

reduced to only one phase (e.g., the volume Vp containing all the precipitates) and

the scattering intensity becomes

WQ)
K

IPp - Pr, / exp(iQ r)d3r
Jv„

(49)

This integral contains spatial and orientational correlations. Define a single-

particle form factor

^ip(Q) = ^T l exp(*Q • r)d3r ,

nP Jvlp
(50)

where the integration now extends over the single-particle volume V\p and |Flp(
1. Assuming all particles to be identical a simpler form for the scattering intensity

is obtained

Jsas(Q) = —^7—|pp Pm|2|*lp(Q)f (51)

The single-particle form factor can be calculated for many particle shapes (see,

e.g., [Guin55], [Kost79] and references therein).

If -fsAs(Q) is extrapolated to Q = 0, the prefactor in Eq. 51 is obtained. Com¬

bining this result with other information of the scattering curve or with known

parameters like composition of the precipitates or the matrix or the particle volume,

may reveal quantities like the volume fraction or the number density of particles.
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For any particle shape and sufficiently small values of |Q| R (R is the relevant

particle size), the single-particle scattering function 5,ip(Q) = |Fip(0)| can be ap¬

proximated by an exponential function as shown by Guinier [Guin39] and known as

Guinier approximation. This is the result of expanding the exponential function of

the scattering form factor (Eq. 50) and reinterpreting the resulting series for 5,ip(Q)

as an exponential function. For a particle with given shape and orientation, the "ra¬

dius of thickness" Rn, the average inertial radius of the particle that is characteristic

for the particle shape in direction of the scattering vector, is calculated according to

Rl =

TT
f lr-e<?|2d3r , (52)

nP Jvlp

where the coordinate system is chosen in such a way that the origin coincides with

the center of mass of the particle, and eq = Q/|Q|. Then, the single-particle

scattering function may be written as

Slp(Q)=exp(-Q2R2B) . (53)

For randomly oriented particles

2p2
Q2R

Slp(Q) = exp(-^) , (54)

where Rg is the radius of gyration defined by

Rl = ^T I r2d3r
. (55)

^lp J Viip

Confusion often arises if the term "Guinier radius" is used. It may mean the

radius of a sphere, i?s, determined from Rg = yf-Rs, but sometimes Rg itself. For a

dilute polydisperse system an "apparent" radius of gyration can only be observed.

The Guinier approximation is restricted to small scattering vectors. Depend¬

ing on the particle shape, a range of validity is given, e.g., RgQ < 1.2 for spheres.

Another limitation from an experimental determination of Rg arises because of in-

terparticle interferences, as these strongly affect the scattering at small scattering

vectors.

For homogeneous particles with well-defined boundaries and a total surface area

Ap, Porod [Poro51, Poro52a, Poro52b] showed that the tail of the scattering function

of an isotropic system decreases asymptotically with Q~A according to
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lim JsAs(Q) = 27T |Ap|2-^j . (56)

This is known as Porod's law and valid for scattering vectors larger than the

inverse of the shortest dimension of the particle, thus, |Q| R > 2-ir (R is the relevant

particle size). In the two-phase model the intensity at large scattering vectors is

written as

WQ) = PQ~4 with P = 27r|pp-pm|2Cp^
, (57)

Vp

where P is the Porod constant that is proportional to the total specific surface area

(Ap/Vp) and the volume fraction of the particles, Cp.

Porod's law basically describes the discontinuity of the scattering length density

across the interface. Thus, it is not valid for particles with sharp edges or corners,

diffuse boundaries or rough surfaces. Recently, a generalization of Porod's law to

scattering from anisotropic systems has been achieved ([Schn99], [CiccaOO] and ref¬

erences therein). It has been shown that the scattering from a centrosymmetric

particle having a non-zero Gaussian curvature kg at the points where the interface

is perpendicular to the scattering vector, is inversely proportional to the Gaussian

curvature evaluated at these points. Hence, for a given direction the generalized

Porod approximation reads

47T2 |pp - pm|

y^
1

Q4

^

I «G,.
WQ) - '%

"ml
E

7^7
> (58)

3

where the sum is done over all points j of the interface where the interface is per¬

pendicular to the scattering vector.

Porod's law is also an important tool in determining a constant background to the

scattering function (i.e. the incoherent scattering and the so called Laue scattering)

by plotting Q4I(Q) versus QA and fitting a straight line at large values of QA. The

slope of this line gives the Porod constant, the intercept gives the background.

2.3.2 Integrated intensity

Applying Fourier methods to the scattering function in Eq. 48, the scattering am¬

plitude is proportional to the Fourier transform of the density of the "scattering

effectiveness" and the intensity is the multiplication with its complex conjugate;
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3„ J3„/WQ) = ^7 [ [ P(r')p(r' " r) exp(*Q • r) d3r d
^s Jvs JVS

r'
. (59)

With the autocorrelation function 7(1-) of the scattering length density (also known

as Patterson function) defined as

7(r) = l~ I p(r')p(r' - r)dV (60)
Vs JVs

the scattering intensity becomes the Fourier transform of 7(1"),

WQ)= / 7(r)exp(ïQ-r)d3r .

Jv
(61)

If the three-dimensional intensity distribution is known, 7(1") can be obtained by

inverse Fourier transformation of the scattering intensity;

7(r) = -^y"WQ)exp(-*Q-r)d3Q . (62)

The position of the first minimum of the autocorrelation function can be taken

as a measure for the typical particle size, and the position of the first maximum

reflects the most probable interparticle distance.

If the scattering function is extrapolated to infinite scattering vectors by applying

Porod's law, the integral over the entire reciprocal space can be obtained. The result

is the integrated intensity

/>oo

Q = / WQ)d3Q = (27r)3[Ap(r)]2 . (63)
Jo

A comparison of Eq. 62 and Eq. 63 yields

Q = (2tt)37(0) . (64)

The integrated intensity Q is proportional to the mean-square fluctuations of the

scattering length density of the system and hence independent of structural details.

The mean-square fluctuation 7(0) is given by

7(0) = (Pp-p)(p-Pm) = Cp(l-CP)|pp-pm|2 • (65)
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For binary alloys with constant density of atoms in both phases, this relation can

be expressed in terms of the concentration of B atoms in the two phases [Gero61],

7(0) = (cp -c)(c- cm)\pA - pB|2 , (66)

where cp and cm are the concentration of element B in the particles and the matrix,

respectively, c the nominal concentration in the sample, and Pa~ Pb is the difference

of the element-specific scattering length densities in the alloy.

Eq. 66 is the basis for concentration determination by means of SAS (if cp and

cm do not depend on c). As it contains two unknowns, cp and cm, at least two

homologous states with different c must be compared, or one of the concentrations

must be known.

For a decomposed, polycrystalline binary alloy the integrated intensity is now

written as

/>oo

Q = 47r/ JsAs(Q)Q2dQ = (27r)3(cp-c)(c-cm)|pA-pB|2 • (67)
Jo

2.3.3 Interparticle interference function

Eq. 49 also contains spatial and orientational correlations. For statistically isotropic

systems of identical particles with high volume fraction, the interparticle interference

term in Eq. 49 may be separated,

WQ) « ^p(Q)2 - ^p(Q) + ^p(Q) w*(Q) , (68)

where the particle interference function Wt(Q) averaged over all orientations is given

as

fU,(Q) = /l + i-EeïQ(r,"rj)) > (69)

and rt and r, are the position vectors of the centers of particles labelled % and j,

and Wt(Q) will be unity for all scattering vectors Q 7^ 0 if the interparticle distance

distribution is completely random, as is approximately the case for a dilute system.
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For spherical particles, only the third term in Eq. 68 remains and hence the single-

particle scattering function reads

/(Q) = -^|pP-pm|2l^p(Q)l2^(Q) • (70)

As \rt—v01 is of the order of the interparticle distance, interference effects are most

prominently observed at small scattering vectors and will often make the Guinier

approximation questionable. The position of the maximum in the scattering function

due to the interparticle interference function does usually not reflect the position of

the maximum of the interference function and is not directly related to the mean

particle distance.

2.3.4 Particle-size distribution

Considering a system of particles of different sizes, but identically shape (polydis¬

perse system) in the dilute limit, the weighted integral of the form factors is suited

to describe the scattering intensity

/(Q) = ^ IPp - Pm|2 f \Vlp(R)Flp(Q,R)\2w(R)dR , (71)

where the integral extends over the values of the size parameter R that determines

the form factor Fip(Q, R) and the volume Vip(R) of the particles. The particle

size distribution vj(R) times dR denotes the fraction of particles of size parameters

between R and R + dR.

As there is no unique way to deduce the size distribution of particles of un¬

known shape from the measured scattering, suitable models have to be applied to

describe the scattering curves (see, e.g., [Pede93]). As an important consequence of

polydispersity, the characteristic parameters determined from the scattering curves

at different regions of the reciprocal space are associated with moments of the size

distribution function. The radius of gyration Rg is related to the size of spherical

particles averaged over their size distribution by

Rl = l= (72)

From Eq. 71 the complexity of a two-phase system with polydisperse and inter¬

acting particles is noticeable.
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2.4 Between Bragg peaks

The study of elastic coherent scattering between Bragg peaks, i.e. at scattering vec¬

tors larger than those in small-angle scattering, contains information on deviations

from the average lattice on the atomic scale (see, e.g., [Kost96], [Schön99]). The

total elastic coherent diffuse scattering may be separated into three parts, all due

to local arrangements of individual atoms within the alloy;

-^diflf = IsRO + Xiispl + ^TDS • (73)

Deviation of the average site occupancy in a substitutional solid solution by a real

atom is called short-range order. Positional deviations from the sites of the average

lattice are treated as displacement scattering (Idispi)- Thermal diffuse scattering JTDS

is inelastic, but due to the wave nature of the phonons coherent and thus strongly

modulated in reciprocal space.

Starting from the structure amplitude given in Eq. 44 and considering a binary

alloy A-B without any displacements (all atoms strictly bound to the average lattice

sites, u„ = 0), one obtains the structure function per atom as

Ssro(Q) = \A(Q)\2 = |/a - /b|2cacb E«^QR" = IA " /b|2|c(Q)|2, (74)
n

where the concentrations ca, cb give the atomic fractions of A and B atoms and

R„ is a distance vector from the site labelled n to an (arbitrary) atom site within

the crystal. The Warren-Cowley short-range order parameters are defined using the

conditional probabilities P% of finding an atom of type % G {A,B} at site n if an

atom of type j G {A,B} is at the origin;

pBB _ _ pAB
an = — — = ———

• (75)
1 - cB cb

Irrespective of the state of order, cko must always be equal to one. If all atoms

are distributed at random over the lattice, an^0 will be zero, and Eq. 74 gives the

monotonie Laue scattering. The factor caCbI/a _ /b|2 is called one Laue unit per

atom. Any modulation of the Laue scattering is thus an indication of correlations.

For cki > 0 a tendency of the system towards clustering is noted, as according to

Eq. 75 a preference for equal nearest-neighbor pairs (BB) exists.
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Figure 9: Elastic diffuse scattering intensity contributions Isro (continuous line) and

-fdispi of first (dotted line) and second (dashed line) order along [/iiOO]. Variation of

intensities is schematically shown. After Schwartz and Cohen [Schw87].

If deviations from the ideal (average) lattice sites are included (u„ ^ 0), the

scattering function will in addition contain terms of the type exp[—iQ (R„ — u„)].

Different approaches to treat scattering due to atomic displacements are discussed

by Schönfeld [Schön99]. One idea, e.g., is to expand the exponential up to the

second order and to separate the different scattering contributions (Fig. 9) based

on symmetry arguments and the dependence on the scattering vector. Thus, single

crystals are required.

If short-range order is known for a state of thermal equilibrium, effective pair

interaction (EPI) energy parameters can be determined. These EPI energy param¬

eters Vn are defined for a binary alloy (see also Eq. 12) as

Vn
vAA + v-

BB

K
AB

(76)

For a positive EPI parameter of nearest neighbors the system shows ordering,

for a negative one clustering. The ordering energy per atom, AEorA, is obtained as

AE0ïd = cAcB^2 Vnan

n^0

(77)
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Chapter 3

Sample preparation and

characterization

3.1 Crystal growth

High-purity Ni (4N) and Ti (3N) from Materials Research GmbH (München, Ger¬

many) were melted in an AI2O3 crucible under argon atmosphere in an induction

furnace. To avoid reactions of Ti with the crucible material, Ti was completely

embedded in Ni. The melt was poured into a copper mould to produce cylindrical

ingots, 12 mm in diameter and 70 mm in length. Alloys with nominal concentrations

between 10 and 12 at.% Ti were produced.

To obtain polycrystals with an average grain size of less than 0.5 mm by con¬

trolled recrystallization, the cast rods were remelted to produce rods with a diameter

of 16 mm. After swaging them to 12 mm diameter, discs about 3.5 mm in thickness

were cut by spark erosion and subsequently annealed at 1200°C for 1 h, at 630°C

for 24 h, solution treated at 1200°C for 1 h and quenched in water.

Single crystals were grown from the rod-like ingots using the Bridgman technique

with stationary furnace and moving the melt in high vacuum (Fig. 10). Inductive

heating was provided by an induction coil with an inner diameter of 36 mm, made of

copper tubing and connected to a high-frequency generator. The AI2O3 crucible was

wrapped in a Mo sheet to separate it from the graphite susceptor. The temperature

was regulated by a two-wavelength pyrometer (8110S, Williamson, MA, USA). On

the bottom of the A1203 crucible, a tapering led to a strongly swaged polycrys-

talline alloy rod, 3 mm in diameter, that was to provide the seed. The charge was

melted (the seeding rod was partly melted) and held at temperature for about 1.5 h.

Thus, the remaining solid part of the seed recrystallized and the molten alloy was

homogenized. The single crystal was then grown by moving the crucible out of the
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Cu induction coil

10mm/h

Figure 10: Set-up to grow single crystals using the Bridgman technique. The molten

alloy mixes with the partly molten seeding rod, the crucible is then lowered with

constant velocity and the crystallization front moves through the molten sample.
From [Buch99a].

heating coil with a velocity of 10 mm/h. The typical length of a single crystalline

rod, 12 mm in diameter, was 40 mm.

3.2 Alloy characterization

All crystals were etched in an electrolyte consisting of 10% hydrochloric acid and

90% methanol; they were checked for grains by optical microscopy.

The samples were cut by spark erosion. The single crystalline material was

oriented by Laue back-scattering (X-ray generator model PW 1729, Philips, The

Netherlands). Polaroid films were exposed for about 20 min when operating the

Laue camera at 25 kV and 35 mA.
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The different methods of investigation required different sample shapes, sample

preparation and thermal treatment. A vertical quenching furnace was used for solid-

solution treatment as fast quenching rates are crucial in the study of the early stages

of decomposition (see, e.g., [Cerr88a], [Lamb92a]).

The composition of the samples was determined using an energy-dispersive X-ray

fluorescence analyzer (Model TX 5000, Spectrace Instruments Inc., USA) operated

at 25 kV and 0.35 mA with a Rh anode, a graphite collimator (1 mm in diameter)

and an aluminum filter. Counts of the characteristic lines Ni Kö, Ni Kß and Ti Kö,

Ti Kß were acquired within 400 s. The integrated intensity of the fluorescence lines

of one element (Kö and Kß) is not a linear function of concentration, but linear

interpolation can be applied in a small compositional range. Absolute concentrations

were obtained using standards under otherwise identical conditions. The standards

were two cast samples [Ni-(10 and 12) at.% Ti]. The compositional uncertainty due

to weighting errors of ± 0.01 mg [a precision balance (AE 240, Mettler-Toledo,

Zürich, Switzerland) was used] leads to an absolute uncertainty of about 0.1 —

0.3 at.%.

As segregation takes place during crystal growth, the concentration was also

measured along the rod axis. A gradient of 0.1 at.%/cm along the first 30 mm of

the single crystalline rod was noted. The concentration was also determined using

energy-dispersive X-ray (EDX) fluorescence analysis in a scanning electron micro¬

scope (CS44, CamScan, UK). The uncertainty is about ± 0.5 at.%. A comparison

of both methods (Fig. 11) shows good agreement.
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Figure 11. Concentration profile along the rod axis of a Ni-Ti single crystal with

a nominal Ti content of 12 at.% (dashed-lme) determined by an energy-dispersive

X-ray fluorescence analyzer usmg a Rh anode (circles) and by EDX in the scanning

electron microscope (crosses).
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Chapter 4

Small-angle neutron scattering

4.1 Experimental details

Experimental aspects of SANS have been discussed repeatedly [Kost79, Craw88,

May94, Falc94]. Here, we concentrate on these aspects that are relevant to the

present work.

4.1.1 Instrument description

The measurements were performed on the SANS instrument at the Paul Scherrer

Institut (PSI) in Villigen, Switzerland, and on the Dil instrument at the Insti¬

tute Laue-Langevin (ILL) in Grenoble, France. The SANS instruments are supplied

with neutrons from the spallation neutron source SINQ (for details, see [KohlOO])

and from the vertical cold source of the ILL reactor operated at a thermal power of

58 MW (for details, see [Lind92]). Curved guide tubes between source and instru¬

ment are used in both cases.

With a mechanical velocity selector, neutrons within a range of wavelengths

(AA/A = 10% full width at half maximum) were selected from the polychromatic

beam. For the measurement on the polycrystalline samples, neutrons of a wavelength

A = 0.8 nm were chosen to avoid double-Bragg scattering due to precipitates with

Ll2 structure. This wavelength is large enough in view of the critical wavelength Ac

= 2a ~ 0.7 nm (a is the lattice parameter, [Pear58]) and the wavelength spread.

For the measurements on single crystals, a wavelength A = 0.6 nm was selected

to work at the maximum flux of the incoming neutron beam. With samples of a

(110) surface normal, Bragg reflections are not possible at that wavelength.

Both instruments provide a set of movable collimators [guide tube sections with a

cross-section of 50 mm x 50 mm (PSI) and 30 mm x 50 mm (ILL)]. Best resolution is
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obtained with a symmetric setup (collimation length = sample-to-detector distance).

Both instruments have two-dimensional position-sensitive detectors filled with BF3

or He3. The sample-to-detector distance can be varied continuously between 1 m

and 20 m at the PSI and between 1.1 m and 36.7 m at the ILL. The aperture defining

the illuminated sample area had a diameter of 7 mm and was mounted as close as

possible to the sample (within 2 cm).

To perform m-situ kinetic measurements, a special sample environment is re¬

quired for fast temperature changes and homogenization treatments up to 1200°C.

The homogeneity of a sample can be directly verified via the SANS intensity; "flat"

scattering patterns indicate that compositional modulations are below 0.3 at.% Ti

on any relevant length scale [Vysk97]. Therefore, special furnaces were designed and

constructed in collaboration with the two research centers. A schematic view of a

typical SANS instrument is given in Fig. 12.

polychromatic
beam of cold

neutrons

velocity
selector

< »4 »

collimation

length

sample-to-detector
distance

Figure 12: Schematic view of a SANS set-up. From [Schn99].

4.1.2 Data correction and calibration

All scattering patterns were corrected for parasitic scattering and electronic noise

and converted to absolute macroscopic differential cross-sections using the elastic

incoherent scattering of a vanadium single crystal.

The neutron scattering intensity Is recorded during a measuring time At by a
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sample into a solid angle AO subtended by a detector element, i.e., detector pixel

area divided by the sample-to-detector distance squared, is

( dYs dYs Ï

with

Ts = e"^ =
A- (79)
-*w/o

where Jo is the incident beam flux at the sample position (neutrons per unit area

per time interval), As the illuminated sample area, ds the sample thickness, Ts the

sample transmission (Eq. 79) and ed the efficiency of a detector element.

The sample transmission Ts can be determined in two ways;

a) by measuring the ratio of the direct beam intensity before (Iw) and after (Iw/0)
the sample.

b) by calculating the total macroscopic removal cross-section Et defined as

Et = nsat (80)

with the atomic density ns = N/V of the sample and the atomic cross-sections

o% (i denotes absorption, incoherent or coherent scattering).

Transmission was measured and compared with calculated values using the neu¬

tron cross-sections tabulated in [Sear92] and listed in Table 2. Agreement within

about 3% was observed. In the evaluation, calculated transmissions were used.

Table 2: Atomic cross-sections at and bound coherent scattering lengths bc used in

this SANS study. Values are taken from Sears [Sear92].
Ni Ti V

criQC J barn

Cabs (A=0.18 nm) / barn

bc J fm

5.2 ± 0.4 2.87 ± 0.03 5.08 ± 0.06

4.49 ± 0.16 6.09 ± 0.13 5.08 ± 0.04

10.3 ± 0.1 -3.438 ± 0.002 -0.3824 ± 0.0012

Corrections for scattering contributions that are not due to the sample itself (i.e.

spurious scattering in the beam path and from the sample container, background

noise due to the detector and its electronics or due to the vicinity of other neutron
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instruments in the hall) were made by measuring the events without the sample in

the beam (empty sample holder, /empty) and by replacing the sample by a strong

absorber (cadmium sample, 3 mm in thickness, /cd)- The background was assumed

to be featureless and constant in all directions. The sample scattering /s is obtained

according to

T
^meas ^Cd

m
/ J- empty ^Cd \

/oi\
ls = ls I (öl)

Tnmeas m-Cd V^T-empty TUcdJ

where intensities are normalized to the number of incident neutrons m (monitor

preset).

The detector efficiency ed (function of the position on the 2D detector and of

the energy of the scattered neutrons) and the incident beam flux I0 at the sample

position are difficult to be determined precisely. The common approach is to consider

them by measuring a standard sample (e.g., vanadium) under otherwise identical

conditions. With the cross-section of the standard sample as a function of the

scattering vector Q, the total macroscopic differential scattering cross-section of the

sample is (at equal IoAt)

^l(O)
=
_d^v/V dEy , ,

dO
l^j

/v dsTs dO
' l '

The scattering of vanadium is dominated by the strong incoherent scattering

(Q-independent) and used in the present study for calibration. Large sample-to-

detector distances make the scattering from vanadium very weak and, thus, very

long recording periods are necessary to obtain reliable counting statistics. The same

holds for the measurement of the empty sample holder and of the instrumental

background using a totally absorbing sample like Cd. These intensities have to be

known for the various sample-to-detector distances of the SANS experiment. Owing

to short beam-time allocation another approach to calibrate the scattering patterns

was employed.

In a first step, the elastic incoherent scattering pattern from vanadium at the

closest sample-to-detector distance (configuration i) was measured. In a second

step, the change of the solid angle with the scattering angle was considered for

each configuration j, resulting in a factor cos~326l because of changes in pixel area

and effective sample-to-detector distance. In a last step, the intensities at larger

sample-to-detector distances (configurations j) were scaled to the configuration % of

the vanadium measurement with the square of their sample-to-detector distances
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SD. The recorded scattering patterns are also corrected for a detector dead time

r = 2.54 x 10~6s according to [Lind98].

1°

J 3 JnA3
1 meas A Od

'mW (l " |ft) m°

~ TA I-P^~
-^

- —]} / cos3 29

j (l- s°-ptyJr] mCdJ (83)^empty

dEs.(Q)
=

II. IaHl f^L)2 & dEv

dO
v ^

/v* dBTB V SD* ) dO

where tJ is the duration of the measurement, and Y? is the sum over all detector

counts.

For the measurements at the ILL, also different collimation lengths were used and

thus, a change in flux is considered by the flux factor $ obtained for the different

configurations by measuring the direct beam intensity with different attenuators

(attenuation factors were available [Deme99]).

For the measurements at the PSI, only one collimation length of 4.5 m was used,

thus, no flux corrections were necessary. Also, no dead time corrections for the He3

detector were done as the value of r has not yet been determined (but is also not

required as the flux at the sample position is about an order of magnitude lower

than at the ILL, where I0 = 107 neutrons cm-1 s_1 [Lind98]).

For the further evaluation of the calibrated two-dimensional scattering patterns,

"azimuthal and sector averages" (Fig. 13) were performed by averaging intensities

of detector elements located within rings or ring elements of fixed width at constant

scattering vector |Q|. The sectors usually spanned an angle of ±10° around a fixed

direction of Q. Thus, one-dimensional scattering profiles on an absolute scale as a

function of Q or \P were produced.

4.1.3 Sample preparation and heat treatment

The solution treated samples (~ 12 mm in diameter) are listed in Table 3, together

with the average Ti content c, thickness d, total macroscopic removal cross-section

Ef and transmission coefficient T. The thickness was chosen to be close to d = E^1.
The single crystals were cut by spare erosion to have their surface normal paral-
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Figure 13: Different averaging modes used for the evaluation of SANS data.

lei to a (110) cubic crystallographic direction. Prior to the in-situ measurements,

both sample surfaces were mechanically polished with SiC paper and finally with a

diamond powder of a grain size of 3 /im.

All heat treatments were performed in situ and are summarized in Table 4.

Depending on the furnace used, different heating or cooling rates were involved.

The lowest heating rate was 100 K/min, the fastest 600 K/min. The cooling rates

varied between 50 and 150 K/min.
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Table 3: Average sample composition c, sample thickness d, total removal cross-

section Ef and sample transmission T for the wavelength A used.

sample c / at.% d / mm Ef / cm 1 T A / nm
PCI 10.1(1) 3.53(1) 2.44 0.423 0.8

PC2 11.1(1) 3.64(1) 2.45 0.410 0.8

PC3 11.3(1) 3.65(1) 2.45 0.409 0.8

SCI 10.0(1) 3.42(1) 1.98 0.509 0.6

SC2 11.3(1) 3.38(1) 1.99 0.510 0.6

SC3 11.7(1) 3.40(1) 2.00 0.507 0.6

SC4 12.0(1) 3.41(1) 2.00 0.505 0.6

Vanadium 2.60(1) 1.59 0.662 0.6

Vanadium 2.60(1) 1.99 0.595 0.8

Table 4: In-situ temperature treatments for all samples investigated by SANS. For

transporting them at ambient temperature, they were pre-homogenized and rapidly

quenched in water. Thus, a first data collection was taken during "up-quenching"

(u) from room temperature, while the other measurements were made by m-situ

"down-quenching" (d) from the solutionizing temperature (T = 1170°C) to the

ageing temperature.

sample composition / at.% Ti ageing temperature / °C ageing time / h

PCI

PC2

PC3

10.1(1)
11.1(1)
11.3(1)

630

680

680

630

600

48

24

24

24

85

SCI

SC2

SC3

SC4

10.0(1)

11.3(1)

11.7(1)

12.0(1)

700

700 -»• 750 -»•

-»• 800 -»• 850

700

630

970

930

900

850

800

1000

970

950

930

900

850

800

970

930

0.8(u)

0.7(d), 0.75(d)
10(u)
(d)
(d)
(d)
(d)
(d)
(d)
(d)
(d)
(d)
(d)
(d)
(d)

3.3(d)
0.75(d)
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Figure 14. Scattering curves in Porod representation of polycrystallme Ni-11.3 at.%

Ti aged in situ at 600°C up to 83 h. The inset indicates the corresponding ageing

times. The region between the two vertical lines was used to obtain the slope B (see
Eq. 84) by least-squares fitting.

4.2 Polycrystals

The scattering curves were obtained from the two-dimensional scattering patterns

by averaging over rings of equal modulus of the scattering vectors. Fitting the tail

of the scattering curve according to

IQ4 = P + BQ4 (84)

where P is the Porod constant and B the Q-mdependent scattering contribution

(see end of Chap. 2.3.1), the coherent macroscopic scattering cross-section of the

sample is obtained as

dE
coh

dO
(Q)

dE£

dO
(Q)-B (85)

Fig. 14 shows the result for the Ni-11.3 at.% Ti polycrystal (PC3) aged at 600°C

up to 83 h. For a modulus of the scattering vector larger than the reciprocal value
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Figure 15: (a) Porod constant P and (b) sample related "background" B as a

function of ageing time at 600°C obtained from the fits to the scattering curves

shown in Fig. 14. The dashed line in (b) indicates the calculated elastic incoherent

scattering, while the dotted line also contains the monotonie Laue scattering for

Ni-11.3 at.% Ti.
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Figure 16: Scattering curves of polycrystalhne Ni-11.3 at.% Ti aged in situ at 600°C

up to 83 h. Open symbols refer to a sample-to-detector distance of 4 m, the others

to 2.5 m. The inset shows the corresponding ageing times.

of the diameter of the smallest possible SANS objects, Porod's law was found to

hold for all samples.

The evolution with ageing time of the Porod constant P and the "background" B

is shown in Fig. 15. The Porod constant (proportional to the total interfacial area)

shows a fast initial increase followed by a smooth decrease with ageing time. The

"background" decreases at the beginning as the Laue scattering becomes smaller

upon the appearance of (partially) ordered precipitates.

The coherent scattering curves after subtraction of the background are shown in

Fig. 16 for Ni-11.3 at.% Ti aged at 600°C up to 83 h. Two features are recognized; an

increase of the scattering intensity with ageing time and a decrease of the scattering

vector of the peak position.

4.2.1 The integrated intensity

Extrapolating the scattering curves for small scattering vectors according to a par¬

abolic intensity variation and for large scattering vectors using Porod's law, the

integrated intensity (Eq. 67) is given by
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Q = 4tt / /Coh(Q)Q2dQ

47T

= 47T
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Icoh(Ql)Qi V^ lnt r, x (Q«+l + Qi) [/coh(<5i+l) + Icoh(Qi)] P

Ë r 2^ (V>-1
-

V»j 7 H

<3,=<3i

(86)

where Q\ is the modulus of the smallest scattering vector accessible and Qn of the

largest.

The integrated SANS intensities as a function of ageing time are shown in Fig. 17

for all polycrystals. The uncertainty in Q is estimated based on counting statistics.

The contribution of the two extrapolated terms (Eq. 86) to the integrated intensity

was typically about 20% (see, e.g., Fig. 18 for the ageing at 600°C). An intermediate

plateau in the integrated intensity is clearly visible for Ni-11.3 at.% Ti aged at

600°C after about 2 h and at 630°C after about 1 h. For Ni-10.1 at.% Ti aged at

630°C for 52 h, no plateau was reached. For ageing at 680°C, two samples close in

concentration were measured. A plateau is resolved after about 3 h of ageing, but

an increase is not yet seen. The integrated intensities of the latter two samples are

comparable, demonstrating the reproducibility of the measurements.
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Figure 17: Time evolution of the integrated intensities of Ni-11.3 at.% Ti aged at

600°C (full squares), 630°C (full circles) and 680°C (full triangles), Ni-11.1 at.% Ti

(open triangles) aged at 680°C and Ni-10.1 at.% Ti (open circles) aged at 630°C.

Within the two-phase model (Chap. 2.3.1) and assuming a Ti content in the

matrix according to Eq. 23 [Rast69], the Ti content of the precipitates is obtained

from the integrated intensities. For the plateaus of Ni-11.3 at.% Ti aged at 600,

630 and 680°C, values of (18.2 ± 0.9), (17.6 ± 1.5) and (16.7 ± 0.9) at.% Ti are

obtained, in agreement with the proposed metastable 7" state indicated in Fig. 1

[Hash78, Cerr90a, Vysk97].

4.2.2 Time behavior and scaling analysis

Characteristic values of the particles can be obtained from the scattering curves as

a function of ageing time (Chap. 1). As characteristic size parameters the recip¬

rocal of the scattering vector at the peak position, Q~^ax, and the reciprocal of the

first moment of the scattering curve, Mf1, were analyzed, together with the peak

intensity of the scattering curves (Fig. 19). Power laws were frequently tested (see,

e.g., the review by Kostorz [Kost91] and references therein), with time exponents a,

b and c defined by
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Figure 18: Fractional contribution of the three terms in Eq. 86 to the integrated
intensities of Ni-11.3 at.% Ti aged at 600°C up to 83 h; extrapolation to Q = 0

(open triangles), measured data (open circles) and extrapolation to infinity using
Porod's law (full circles).

J- (Vmax) t) — At

Qmaxtt) = Bt

M{l(t) = Cf

(87)

where A, B and C are constants. For polycrystalhne Ni-11.3 at.% Ti, the value of

a changes from 1/2 to 1 with ageing time and the values of b and c vary from 1/6

to 1/3 (Fig. 19). As Q~aX(t) and M^l(t) are characteristic size parameters of the

system, their different time dependence reflects structural changes (e.g., in particle

correlation, particle shape) affecting the form of the scattering function and the

position of the scattering peak (see, e.g., [Kost92]).

If the integrated intensity Q is constant, a = 3b (coarsening, see Chap. 1.4)

as approximately found for the late ageing at 600°C (Fig. 19). The late stages

(coarsening with t1/3) seem to be reached only in the case of the ageing at 600°C,

where the change in the power law exponents coincides with the increase of the

integrated intensity after the plateau.
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Figure 20: Ratio r(t) between the second moment and the first moment squared of

the scattering curves as a function of ageing time for Ni-11.3 at.% Ti aged at 600°C

(open squares), 630°C (filled circles) and 680°C (filled triangles).

The study of the evolution of the scattering function with time helps to identify

stages in the decomposition, e.g., different types of early-stage phase separation or

late-stage coarsening discussed in Chap. 1. This may also be achieved by a scaling

analysis (the scaling hypothesis is explicitly included in the LSW theory). A first

check whether scaling holds, is obtained by determining the ratio r(t) [Cerr88a]

between the second moment of the scattering curve and the first moment squared

(Fig. 20). For all three temperatures of the Ni-11.3 at.% Ti polycrystal a weak time

dependence during a transient period is observed.

The scaling analysis in Fig. 21 with the two characteristic lengths of the scatter¬

ing curve (Qmax and A/f1) shows a good scaling behavior of the scattering curves.

However, the curves do not perfectly superpose and generally the curves at late

ageing times are slightly broader.

Fratzl et al. [Frat83] proposed a graphical method which takes only the exper¬

imentally accessible part of the scattering curve into account; ln[I(Q,t)] is plotted

as a function of ln(Q). If the curves can be superimposed, the structure function

is said to scale. Taking the scattering curve of Ni-11.3 at.% Ti after 5 h of ageing

at 600°C (in the middle of the plateau) as reference function, all other curves were

superimposed using a computer routine to shift the curves with respect to their axes

[Vysk94].
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Figure 21: Scaling analysis of the scattering curves of Ni-11.3 at.% Ti aged at 600°C.

(a) The reciprocal scattering vector Q~^ax of the position of the scattering maximum

and (b) the reciprocal of the first moment of the scattering curve Mf1 are used as

scaling length. The inset shows the corresponding ageing times.
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Figure 22. Graphical scaling of the scattering curves according to the method pro¬

posed by Fratzl et al [Frat83]. The inset shows the corresponding ageing times.

The same broadening tendency of the scattering function with time is seen in

Fig. 22. As the half-width of the scattering function varies with the volume fraction

of the precipitates phase (see, e.g., [Kost91, Frat91a] and references therein) the

increase from 0.95 to 1.05 could indicate a decrease in volume fraction. In order to

obtain the volume dependence of the structure function, a heuristic model for the

scaling function was proposed by Fratzl et al [Frat89]

F(x)

where

ax

xA + c b + (x2 - 1 + dy

a = (l + c)(l + j)

(88)

c =

z-y\L
-

at I2[
1-72

J

d

b-d{\- d)

(89)
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Figure 23: Two slightly different scaling functions are found for the plateau (squares,
6 h) and after the plateau (circles, 40 h) in the integrated intensity of Ni-11.3 at.%

Ti aged at 600°C. The fits are done according to the model scaling function Eq. 88

proposed by Fratzl et al. [Frat91a, Frat91b].

The parameter d gives a measure of the strength of the x4 corrections at small x in

Eq. 88 and was fixed to 0.06 (empirically found [Frat89]) in their study.

Thus, one free parameter remains, 7, that is a function of the interfacial energy

a, the characteristic length D and the volume fraction <f>

7 =

8tt0(1 - 4>)
' (90)

Fits to the normalized structure functions for Ni-11.3 at.% Ti aged at 600°C

for 6 h (plateau region) and 40 h (after the plateau) are shown in Fig. 23. Fitting

remains unsatisfactory unless the parameter d is also adjusted. Values of d = 0.20 ±

0.01 and 7 = 0.581 ± 0.007 (plateau region of the integrated intensity) and d =

0.11 ± 0.01 and 7 = 0.567 ± 0.005 (after the plateau) are obtained.

Elastic effects because of coherency strains will influence particle correlation and

particle shape (see, e.g., [Kost92]). This might also be the reason for the slight

change of the scattering function. As no elastic energy is considered in the model

proposed by Fratzl et al. [Frat91a, Frat91b], it is less and less applicable with

increasing ageing time because the elastic energy contribution increases.
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4.2.3 The correlation function

As the particle-particle interference function is not known, it is difficult to extract

the particle form factor from the scattering curves and hence a Guinier evaluation

is not applicable. But, fitting the measured scattering curves by a small number of

Hermitian functions [Sver93, Vysk94] provides easy access to the correlation function

7(1") (in the present case only 7(|r|)). In Fig. 24 the correlation functions for Ni-

11.3 at.% Ti aged at 600°C for 6 h (plateau region) and 40 h (after the plateau) are

shown. The position of the first minimum can be taken as a measure for the typical

particle size. All curves were fitted with seven Hermitian functions and the position

of the first minimum as a function of time is shown in Fig. 25. Again a change in

power law is observed after passing the plateau region in the integrated intensity.

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

0 50 100 150 200 250 300

r/Â

Figure 24: Correlation functions corresponding to the two states of Fig. 23 obtained

by a Fourier transformation of the fitted scattering curves. The scattering curves

were fitted by a set of seven Hermitian functions [Sver93]. The vicinity of the minima

is shown enlarged in the inset.
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Figure 25: Time evolution of the mean particle size as determined from the first

minimum of the correlation function of Ni-11.3 at.% Ti aged at 600°C up to 83 h.

4.3 Single crystals

As discussed by Sequeira et al. [Sequ97] 'isotropic' small-angle scattering, i.e. with¬

out azimuthal dependence around the primary beam, occurs only for specific config¬

urations of the scattering objects if single-crystalline material is studied. A deviation

from the spherical shape of precipitates leads to an anisotropic form factor and a

preferred alignment of the precipitates.

For the Ni-10.0 at.% Ti (SCI) single crystal, ageing at 700°C was performed three

times, the first time after "up-quenching" from room temperature within 5 min, the

following times after an m-situ solution treatment at 850°C and subsequent "down-

quenching" to the ageing temperature. Fig. 26 illustrates the anisotropic scattering

pattern after ageing for only 32 min. Sector-averaged (±10°) data along the (100)

directions of the scattering vector are shown in Fig. 27 for the first two cycles. Re¬

producibility of the m-situ temperature treatment was checked by plotting the peak

position and the peak intensity as a function of time for the main crystallographic

directions ((100), (110), (111), see Fig. 28). A faster increase of the peak intensity

and the appearance of the peak position at smaller scattering vectors is observed

after "up-quenching". The subsequent ageing cycles where cooling from 850°C to

the ageing temperature was performed directly (without an intermediate quench to

room temperature) show a good agreement with each other. The faster evolution of
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Figure 26: Anisotropie scattering pattern for Ni-10.0 at.% Ti aged in situ at 700°C

for 32 min. The incident beam was parallel to the (110) surface normal, some

orientations in the scattering plane are indicated.

the scattering curve in the first cycle is probably due to quenched-in vacancies.

For the same sample, a special heat treatment was chosen to check the onset

of the formation of the r/ phase. As the r/ phase appears in the form of platelets

lying in the {111} planes of the cubic matrix, sharp intensity streaks along the

(111) directions in the scattering pattern are expected. After ageing at 700°C for

about 52 min, the temperature was increased by 50°C and ageing continued again

for about 50 min before raising the temperature again by 50°C. A fast reaction on

temperature changes is observed in both cases. The first increase in temperature

leads to a rapid decrease of the scattering intensity at all scattering vectors and

a shift of the peak position towards smaller scattering vectors within the first few

minutes, followed by a much slower increase at small scattering vectors (Fig. 29).

The second temperature step results in a crossing of the coherent solvus as given

by Rastogi and Ardell [Rast69], but the ageing temperature was still lower than

the incoherent solvus. Within the ageing interval of 6 h at 800°C, no indication for

the r/ phase was detected, only an intensity modulation along the (100) direction,

presumably due to 7' particles aligned along this direction.
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Figure 27: Sector-averaged SANS curves along (100) for Ni-10.0 at.% Ti aged in

situ at 700°C. The temperature of the sample is stabilized in less than 5 min (see
inset), (a) Cycle 1 with squares: as quenched, circles: after 22 min, up triangle: 27

min, down triangle: 32 min, diamonds: 37 min, (b) cycle 2 with open squares: solid

solution, filled squares: after 17 min, circles: after 22 min, up triangle: 27 min, down

triangle: 32 min, diamonds: 37 min, plus: 42 min, cross: 47 min, asterisks: 52 min.

Data were taken for 5 min in each case. The dashed lines indicate the extrapolated

starting state from the measurement of the homogenized sample at larger scattering
vectors.
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Figure 28: Peak intensity and position as a function of time for sector-averaged

(±10°) SANS curves for the (a) (100), (b) (110) and (c) (111) directions. The Ni-

10.0 at.% Ti single crystal was aged in situ at 700°C after "up-quenching" from

room temperature (squares) and after "down-quenching" from 850°C in a first cycle

(circles) and in a second cycle (triangles).
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Figure 29: Sector-averaged SANS curves along (100) for Ni-10.0 at.% Ti aged in

situ at 700°C for 52 min (squares) and subsequently heated to 750°C where ageing
continued for 4 min (circles), 6 min (up triangle), 14 min (down triangle), 24 min

(diamonds), 34 min (plus) and 49 min (crosses).
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Figure 30: Angular dependence of the SANS intensity at a fixed scattering vector

IQI = IQmaxI along (100) with the polar angle \P in the (110) plane, for single

crystalline Ni-11.3 at.% Ti aged m situ at 630°C. The inset shows the corresponding

ageing times.

4.3.1 The anisotropy

The evolution of the anisotropy was studied on the Ni-11.3 at.% Ti single crystal

(SC2) aged in situ up to 9 h at 630°C. The averaging was performed in a ring at fixed

scattering vector |Q| = |Qmax(l, 0, 0)| (Fig. 30). The scattering intensity I(Qmax, ^)

normalized to the maximum intensity /max(Qmax, ^) along (100) in dependence of

the polar angle \P is fitted with a Gaussian distribution (Fig. 31a), and the full-

width at half maximum (FWHM) of the intensity distribution is determined as a

function of time (Fig. 31b). The decrease in FWHM with ageing time indicates a

more regular alignment of the particles along (100).

Next an approach was followed [Pari95], where the angular deviation of the

scattering intensity from the mean intensity in the ring with scattering vector |Qmax|

was described in terms of cubic harmonics [Khach88b]
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11.3 at.% Ti aged in situ at 630°C. (a) Gaussian fit to the main peak across (100)
and (b) evolution of the FWHM with ageing time, (c) Symbols and ageing times

are indicated.
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c / \ z z , z z , z z

Si (n) = nxny + nxnz + nynz ,

Q / n 222
(91J

-b2(n)
=

nxnynz .

Here, n = Q/|Q| denotes the unit vector in the direction of Q and (nx,ny,nz) are

the Cartesian coordinates of n with respect to the cubic crystal lattice.

The angular scattering distribution In(^), normalized to the spherical averaged

intensity /(Qmax) of the ring, was fitted by the function

In(V) = l + aP1+ßP2 , (92)

where a and ß are constants and P\ and P2 are linear functions of .S'i(n) and «^(n),

chosen so that their spherical average is zero, that is,

Pl = 1 - 5Si , P2 = 1 - 105S2 , (93)

and expressed as functions of the azimuth angle ^ within the (110) plane. A linear

relationship of these parameters with the ratio p between elastic energy and inter-

facial energy is reported [Pari95], as long as this ratio is smaller than unity. The

ratio is expressed as

P = hA\ô2- (94)
Z a

with the elastic anisotropy A = (Cn — Ci2)/2 — C44, the elastic misfit ö between the

phases, the interfacial energy a and the mean particle radius R. The fit parameters

describe the spatial anisotropy and may be expressed for small values of p as linear

functions of p.

Fig. 32 shows some fits to the data from Ni-11.3 at.% Ti aged at 630°C up

to 5 h. Within the first 2 h the parameters could be satisfactory adjusted, but

already after 3 h of ageing the curves are no more adjustable with this fit func¬

tion. The evolution of the two fitting parameters with ageing time (Fig. 32b)

shows that the value for a after 3 h is already close to 2. To transfer a to the

corresponding value of the energy ratio p (Eq. 94), the following parameters were

used; the elastic constants cn=23.768(7) x 1010 Nm"2, ci2=15.548(7) x 1010 Nm"2,

c44=H.576(3) x 1010 Nm"2 [Buch99a], the interfacial energy a = 13 mJ/m2 [Arde95]

and the lattice parameter misfit 5 = 0.0085 [Sass67], and a particle radius R = 5

nm. The calculated value p = 1.0 is close to the value given by Paris et al. [Pari95]
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Figure 32: Angular variation of the scattering intensity at |Q| = |Qmax| for Ni-

11.3 at.% Ti aged in situ at 630°C. (a) Fit of the deviation from the mean intensity
value in terms of cubic harmonics [Pari95] and (b) evolution of the two fit parameters

a (squares) and ß (circles) with ageing time.
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for Ni-Al-Mo where In(^) can no longer be fitted by Eq. 92 and elastic effects in

the microstructure start to dominate.

4.3.2 Formation of the r] phase

The appearance of sharp intensity streaks along (111) is expected, if platelets lying in

the {111} planes form as in the precipitation of the r/ phase. Thus, the appearance

of the r/ phase can be directly studied in single crystals, even in the presence of

the metastable precipitates, whose scattering patterns show strong intensities along

(100) related to the cuboidal precipitate shape and the alignment along this direction

(cf. Fig. 26).

The single crystalline Ni-12.0 at.% Ti sample (SC4) was homogenized in situ at

1170°C and subsequently aged at 930 and 970°C. The time development of the scat¬

tering intensity for both ageing treatments is shown in Figs. 33 and 34. To suppress

the effects of a slight misalignment of the sample (< 1°), the scattering patterns

were symmetrized. Initially, the scattering intensity appears preferentially along

the (100) direction, while after about 10 min, additional sharp intensity streaks ap¬

pear along the (111) directions. They progressively dominate the scattering pattern.

After ageing at 930°C for 45 min, the scattering along (100) is still dominant and

the (111) streaks develop more slowly than upon ageing at 970°C.

The presence of features related to the metastable states was unexpected for

the Ni-12.0 at.% Ti single crystal aged at 970°C as this temperature is located

outside the existence region for the metastable state as proposed by Hashimoto and

Tsujimoto [Hash78] (Fig. 1).

To monitor the appearance of the r/ phase, Ni-(11.3 and 11.7) at.% Ti single

crystals (SC2 and SC3) were annealed at various temperatures. For temperatures

above 970°C for Ni-11.3 at.% Ti and above 1000°C for Ni-11.7 at.% Ti, intensities

along (100) were not detectable, and the formation of the r/ phase may be assumed

to have occurred directly. These ageing temperatures are just below the incoherent

(stable) solvus line. For all other ageing times, the appearance of the streaks along

(111) was observed in the presence of strong intensities along (100). Fig. 35 shows

the ageing times as a function of ageing temperature for the first appearance of the

streaks along (111) in the scattering patterns for both single crystals.

To obtain the average size of the platelets, slice averages along the streak and cuts

at fix scattering vector across them are performed. The thickness of the plates could

not be determined as the region where the Guinier approximation is applicable was
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0.5 nm1

Figure 33: Symmetrized SANS patterns of the single crystalline Ni-12.0 at.% Ti

sample (a) solution treated in situ at 1170°C and aged at 930°C for (b) 6 min, (c)
26 min, (d) 47 min. Data were taken for ~5 min in each case.
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0.1 nm1

Figure 34: Symmetrized SANS patterns of the single crystalline Ni-12.0 at.% Ti

sample (a) solution treated in situ at 1170°C and aged at 970°C for (b) 20 min, (c)
46 min, (d) 200 min. Data were taken for ~5 min in each case.
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already lost. The FWHM of the cuts across the streak gives the lateral extend of the

plates (see [Frat93]). Fig. 36 shows some cuts across a streak for Ni-12.0 at.%Ti aged

at 970°C for 95 min. However, considering the instrumental resolution according to

[Pede90], the FWHM of the streaks corresponds to the calculated resolution. Thus,

if the lateral extend of the plates exceeds 400 nm, this will not be resolved.

As the plates have a different composition than the matrix and the metastable

particles the two phase model is no more valid and the spatial relationship between

metastable particles and stable plates can not be elucidated from SANS measure¬

ments. Thus, the furnace cooled Ni-12.0 at.% Ti single crystal was prepared for the

direct study by means of transmission electron microscopy (see Chap. 6).
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Figure 35: Onset time of streak formation versus ageing time for Ni-11.3 at.% Ti

(open circles) and Ni-11.7 at.% Ti (full circles). The lines are to guide the eye.
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Chapter 5

Wide-angle X-ray scattering

5.1 Experimental details

5.1.1 Instrument description

The measurements of the integrated scattering intensities of Ll2 superstructure

peaks were performed on a four-circle diffractometer (for a detailed description, see

[Yu98]). A Rotaflex RU-200BH (Rigaku, Japan) with a rotating Mo anode served as

source. The Mo Ka radiation (A=0.071069 nm) was selected by the 00.2 reflection

of a doubly bent pyrolytic graphite monochromator.

The sample was mounted on the Eulerian cradle with the surface normal parallel

to the $ axis. The scattering intensity was registered with a high-purity Ge solid-

state detector with an overall resolution of about 400 eV at 17.44 keV, the energy

of the incident Mo Ka radiation. Thus, the fluorescence radiation from Ni (Ka=

7.469 keV and Kß= 8.2646 keV) and Ti (Ka= 4.507 keV and Kß= 4.9318 keV) and

the A/2 harmonic were separated experimentally. The data were collected under

monitor control (Nal detector).

5.1.2 Data treatment

Across Ll2 superstructure positions and across the positions of the two neighboring

fundamental reflections of the same type, 9 — 29 scans were performed. To avoid a

saturation of the detector when measuring fundamental reflections, different attenu¬

ators were placed before the detector. A constant background (= intensity far off the

maximum) was subtracted. The integrated intensities were obtained by summing

up the corrected intensities taken at step width of 0.02° in 9 within [9 — 2°, 9 + 2°].

According to Warren [Warr69], the integrated intensity of a diffraction peak of
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a real crystal, neglecting extinction effects, is given by

_

IqA0X3F2 ( e2 V ( 1 + fepoi cos2 29

2ßv2a \mc2) \2 sin 29(1 + kpoï)

where I0 is the intensity of the primary beam, A0 its cross-sectional area, A the wave¬

length and 29 the scattering angle, kpo\ the polarization factor of the monochromator

(= 0.978 [Klai86] for the monochromator used) and (LP) the Lorentz polarization

factor, F is the structure factor, e~2M the Debye-Waller factor, p, the linear absorp¬

tion coefficient and va the volume of the unit cell.

The structure factor F for the Ll2 structure of a binary A-B alloy is (see

[Warr69])

a) for hkl all even/all odd (fundamental reflection);

/1 = 4(cb/b + ca/a) (96)

b) for hkl mixed (superstructure reflection);

F = 7i(fB - /A) (97)

with the long-range order parameter r/ and the atomic scattering factors ft corrected

for anomalous dispersion (Table 5)

/, = /°(^)+A/;(A) + ^A/;(A) . (98)

Table 5: Anomalous dispersion corrections Af and Af" according to Sasaki [Sasa89]
for a wavelength of A=0.071069 nm.

Ni Ti

Af

Af"

0.285 1.116

0.248 0.448

Comparing the integrated intensities of a superstructure (index s) and a funda¬

mental (index f) reflection the unknown factor K in Eq. 95 cancels, and the LRO

parameter r/ can be obtained without any intensity calibration

j = K(LP)F2e~2M , (95)
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h
=
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(qq)
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The Debye-Waller factor

2M
= e-2(ßstat+ßdy„)S1f21 HOU)

accounts for the attenuation of fundamental or superstructure reflections. This

attenuation is due to static and dynamic displacements from the mean lattice. A

fundamental treatment of the problem is given by Krivoglaz [Kriv96]. In the present

study Bstat was calculated as

Bstat = 2alCACB [y—^J (3^J ' (101)

where ai=0.0587 for a face centered cubic crystal, c% is the atomic fraction of A

and B atoms, respectively, |^=0.344 the linear dependence of the lattice parameter

a on composition according to Pool and Hume-Rothery [Pool54] and v Poisson's

ratio. For the elastic constants, the values of Ni-10 at.% Ti at 20°C from ultra¬

sonic resonance spectroscopy measurements by Dr. Jürgen Schreuer were used (see

Chap. 4.3.1). The parameter Bdyn was obtained according to Krivoglaz [Kriv96] as

11492 T/#D\ 2837
/ino.

where T is the measuring temperature, M the molar weight of the sample, 9jy the

Debye temperature and Q(x) an integral function. Thus, using the elastic constants

of Ni-10 at.% Ti at room temperature, an exponent B of the Debye-Waller factor

B = Bstat + Bdyn = (0.316 + 0.059) À2 = 0.375 À2 (103)

is obtained [Buch99a], that corresponds to a mean square deviation (u2) = 0.0047 A
.

For a two-phase system with ordered precipitates in a disordered matrix, the

intensity of the superstructure reflections only comes from the volume Vp of this

ordered regions, but the intensity of the fundamental reflections is due to the whole

sample volume V. If the volume fraction $p of the precipitates is known (in this

study from corresponding SANS measurements) the LRO parameter r/ of the ordered

precipitates is given by
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2 /s 16(cb/b + cAfA)2e'
7] =

-2Mf (LP)f

<V (/B-/A)2e-2M=(LP)s
(104)

5.1.3 Sample preparation and heat treatment

Two Ni-(11.3 ± 0.1) at.% Ti single crystals («12 mm in diameter) were oriented by

X-ray Laue back reflection and subsequently cut by spare erosion. Disks of 3 mm

thickness with a surface normal along the (421) or (110) cubic crystallographic

direction were obtained. Prior to mounting a sample on the diffractometer, a surface

was mechanically polished with SiC paper and finally with a diamond powder of a

grain size of 3 /im.

The samples were homogenized at 1175°C (Th) for 2 h in a special quenching

furnace, and the quench was carried out in brine at room temperature. All diffraction

profiles were taken under air and at room temperature, Tm. After each measurement

the sample was sealed under 330 mbar Ar atmosphere in a small quartz tube and

aged at 600°C in a furnace containing a massive block of brass with a hole large

enough to receive the quartz tube. Owing to its large mass, the furnace was almost

insensitive to short-period temperature variations. When the sample was put in,

the furnace was already at the ageing temperature Ta. After the ageing time was

reached, the tube was taken out of the furnace and quenched in brine by cracking

the tube. It was checked that this heat treatment (Fig. 37) was reproducible before

ageing was started.

h\

T
a

n

T
nr

t

Figure 37: Sequence of the isothermal temperature treatments for the WAXS mea¬

surement on Ni-11.3 at.% Ti. Th is the homogenization temperature, Ta the ageing

temperature and Tm the measuring temperature.
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5.2 Results

Fig. 38 shows the scattering curves of the 500 superstructure reflection measured

in a 9 — 29 scan along the (100) direction. Already the quenched sample shows

an intensity maximum at the Ll2 superstructure position, indicating that probably

during the quench an ordering process happened. A sharp intensity develops on

ageing accompanied by a small shift of the peak position towards smaller scattering

angles, related to an increase in lattice parameter of the ordered precipitates. The

increase in lattice parameter is due to a change of composition in the precipitates.

A precise determination of the lattice parameter is beyond the resolution of the

instrument and thus not meaningful.

Scattering angle 29 / °

Figure 38: A series of 9 — 29 scans across the 500 Bragg reflection of Ni-11.3 at.% Ti

after quenching from 1170°C (filled squares) and subsequent ageing at 600°C for

30 min (open squares), 1 h (filled circles), 5 h (open circles), 10 h (filled trian¬

gles), 25 h (open triangles), 50 h (filled diamond) and 100 h (open diamond). The

small shift of the peak position is compatible with the increasing Ti-content in the

precipitates.

After corrections for the Debye-Waller factor, Lorentz polarization factor and

dispersion contributions in the scattering factors, integrated intensities of the super¬

structure reflections were normalized to the integrated intensities of the neighboring

fundamental reflections (Eq. 104) and weighted by the volume fraction of the precip-
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Figure 39: Long-range order parameter r/ in the precipitates of Ni-11.3 at.% Ti aged
at 600°C up to 360 h. The two sets of data are obtained from a sample with surface

normal parallel to the (421) direction (filled circles) and another with (110) surface

normal (open squares).

itates. The square of this ratio gives the long-range order parameter in the ordered

phase.

Assuming the concentration of the matrix equal to the equilibrium value given

by Rastogi and Ardell [Rast69] (see Eq. 23), the concentration of the particles is

determined from the integrated intensity of small-angle neutron scattering. From

the lever rule the volume fraction then follows directly.

As different reflections were measured, the long-range order parameter is de¬

termined for each superstructure reflection normalized with one of the neighboring

fundamental reflection. Thus, for the sample with a surface normal parallel to the

(421) direction, three values for the long-range order parameter were determined

(corresponding to /330//440, /500//400, hoo/hoo), while for the other sample two are

obtained (corresponding to /330//220, hzo/Iao)- The average value of the long-range

order parameter r/ as a function of ageing time at 600°C and the corresponding

standard deviations are shown in Fig. 39.

After one hour of ageing at 600°C, a temporary slowing down of the increase

of the long-range order parameter in the precipitates is observed (between 0.65 and
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0.75). After about 20 h of ageing the degree of order rises again and assumes a value

of 0.9 after additional 160 h of ageing. If the degree of order in the precipitates is

taken to be at its maximum for the given concentration, Ti contents of (17.5 ±

1.3) at.% for the first regime and of 22.8 ± 1.5 for the second regime are determined

according to the relation

»Jmax = 4CB
, (105)

given for a non-stoichiometric A-B alloy with Ll2 structure. This result is in agree¬

ment with the conclusions of Vyskocil et al. [Vysk94], where (based on the two

plateaus in the evolution of integrated SANS intensity of Ni-(10.8 and 11.8) at.% Ti

aged at 580°C) particle compositions of (18.4±2.5) and (22±2) at.% Ti are obtained.

Thus, it seems that the degree of long-range order in the precipitates follows

closely the increasing composition of these precipitates by taking its maximum.
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Chapter 6

Transmission electron microscopy

6.1 Sample preparation

Disk-shaped samples (~3 mm in diameter) were cut by spare erosion from a single-

crystalline rod after orienting the crystal axis parallel to a main cubic direction

by means of X-ray Laue back reflection. X-ray fluorescence analysis was used to

determine the sample concentration. As quenching of thin samples from high tem¬

peratures into water may induce a sample bending and therefore dislocations serving

as heterogeneous nucleation sites of 7' particles (Fig. 40), slices about 1 mm thick

were used for solution treatment and subsequent ageing treatment. By mechanical

thinning a sample thickness of about 0.2 mm was reached. A "Dimple Grinder"

(Model 656, Gatan, CA, USA) was used for a further thickness reduction to about

50 ßva in the center of the sample. Diamond powder with a grain size of 3 /im

was used. Different solutions were tested for the final electrolytical thinning with

a twin-jet electropolisher (Model 110, E.A. Fischione, PA, USA). Best results were

obtained with 30 vol.% nitric acid and 70 vol.% methanol cooled between -60 and

-40°C and a voltage of 8 - 10 V. In some cases a precision ion polishing system

(Model 691, Gatan, CA, USA) was used to obtain thin regions. The transmission

electron microscopes used were a JEOL JEM 200 CX, a Philips CM200 operated at

200 kV, a Philips CM30 and a Tecnai F30 operated at 300 kV. The transmission

electron microscopy was performed in collaboration with Dr. Helge Heinrich.

6.2 Methods used

Different techniques were used to obtain information on the decomposed alloys.

Owing to the Ll2 structure of the precipitates, superstructure reflections are present

in the diffraction patterns. Selecting only the electrons of a superstructure reflection
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Figure 40: Dark-field image (110 reflection, [100] zone axis) of a quenched single-

crystalline Ni-12.0 at.% Ti sample. Quenching was performed after solution treat¬

ment at 1170°C for 1 h and ageing at 970°C for 200 min. Metastable 7' precipitates

are seen close to a dislocation line.

by using a small aperture in the back-focal plane of the objective lens, dark-field

images (DF) can be taken that highlight the precipitates with Ll2 superstructure. To

optimize the intensity of a superstructure reflection, the specimen was slightly tilted

(< 1 mrad) to bring the superstructure reflection into the exact Bragg condition.

As the difference of the scattering factors of Ni and Ti is small (/ti ~ 0.8/nO

superstructure reflections are weak. For small precipitates with a low degree of long-

range order, long exposure times (~ 1 min) are required to take the micrographs.

Because of the very low contrast and sample drifts during the image recording, it

was impossible to evaluate the particle size quantitatively. Taking a somewhat larger

aperture increased the number of electrons for image formation but also increased

the background intensity. This noise was reduced by using an energy filter, thus

giving a better image contrast.

Electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) was employed to investigate composi¬

tional differences between the two phases. Selecting an energy-loss region including

the element-specific ionization edge with the energy filter and two regions before the

ionization edge (at lower energy losses), the background signal (Bremsstrahlung)

can be extrapolated into the region of the ionization edge. This fitted background

is subtracted from the edge signal. The "Gatan Image Filter" (GIF) allows micro¬

graphs to be obtained with electrons of specific energy-loss windows. This method of
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Figure 41: Electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) on Ni-11.3 at.% Ti aged at

600°C for 30 min. The energy-loss region containing the Ti-L and Ni-L edges is

chosen. The spectrum is obtained from a large sample region including both, pre¬

cipitates and matrix.

evaluating the three energy-loss signals is called elemental mapping. Bright contrast

in the elemental map is due to a higher concentration of the element for which the

ionization energy was selected. The basic requirement for a good image contrast is

a thin sample (less than the inelastic scattering mean free path [HofeOO]) to avoid

multiple inelastic scattering events that contribute to the background. Averaging

over the composition of a particle and the surrounding matrix (along the electron

beam direction above and below the precipitate) is another limitation and requires

a sample thickness of the size of the particles. For small compositional differences

between particles and matrix, a quantitative determination of the composition is

at present beyond the possibilities of the method. However, elemental maps yield

information about size, form and correlation of the precipitates and, furthermore, a

qualitative proof for compositional changes may be obtained. An EELS spectrum,

taken from Ni-11.3 at.% Ti aged at 600°C for 30 min and covering the Ti-L and

Ni-L edges, is shown in Fig. 41. The sample thickness was determined by measuring

the inelastic mean free path in so called thickness maps. The value of the inelastic

mean free path was calculated according to Malis et al. [Mali88] to 120 ± 25 nm at

300 kV for a spectrum collection semi-angle of 9 mrad. As an example, a thickness

map measured on Ni-11.3 at.% Ti aged at 600°C for 30 min is shown in Fig. 42.

Equal intensities indicate a constant thickness.
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Figure 42: Thickness map for Ni-11.3 at.% Ti aged at 600°C for 30 min. The

thickness t was estimated according to the inelastic mean free path of the electrons

through the material calculated according to Malis et al. [Mali88].

If coherent precipitates are embedded in a matrix with a different lattice param¬

eter, the resulting strain field may be used to form an image. As two-beam bright-

and dark-field imaging with low- and high-order reflections failed to image small

coherent precipitates (see Chap. 6.3.2), the bright-field zone axis (BFZA) technique

[Mats90, Hatt92] was employed giving a better contrast due to the coherency strains

around the particles. For this method, the sample is oriented with a low-indexed

zone axis of the crystal exactly parallel to the incoming beam (Laue case). Only

the direct beam is used for the image formation (bright field, BF). The direct beam

is mainly weakened by scattering to the neighboring Bragg reflections. The local

strains around the particles cause a local bending of the crystal lattice and thus a

local variation of the excitation conditions of the Bragg reflections. A local bending

of the lattice planes reduces the deviation parameter |s|, i.e., the distance between

the Ewald sphere and the exact position of the reciprocal lattice point, for one of the

low-indexed Bragg reflections in the diffraction pattern of the zone axis. In the case

of a local lattice bending one or more Bragg reflections are excited more strongly

than in the exact Laue case with no bending. This extra intensity for some Bragg re¬

flections occurs at the expense of the intensity of the 000 beam. The strain-affected

region therefore becomes visible as dark area in the bright image (Fig. 43). Slight

deviations from the zone axis and overlapping contrast in thicker samples reduce

the information content of the images drastically.
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Figure 43: BFZA-TEM image from Ni-11.3 at.% Ti aged at 600°C for 10 h.

6.3 Results

6.3.1 Solution treated Ni-11.3 at.% Ti

Prior to ageing, a Ni-11.3 at.% Ti sample solution treated at 1170°C and quenched to

room temperature in brine was examined. Fig. 44 shows a diffraction pattern of an

as-quenched sample. Maxima at the Ll2 superstructure positions are already present

(Fig. 44a), but their integrated intensity is about four orders of magnitude weaker

than the integrated intensity of the fundamental reflections. The full width at half

maximum at the superstructure positions is about two to three times the FWHM

of the fundamental reflections. This is in agreement with the results obtained by

X-ray diffraction (Chap. 5).

Satellite intensities near the fundamental reflections in as-quenched specimens

(with 10 and 12 at.% Ti) were reported by Laughlin [Laugh76]. It was concluded

that decomposition precedes ordering. No indication of satellites in the as-quenched

sample is seen in Fig. 44b where a logarithmic intensity scale was chosen to em¬

phasize the weak intensities. Near the origin of reciprocal space two superstructure

positions are indicated by arrows.
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a) b)

Figure 44: Electron diffraction patterns of Ni-11.3 at.% Ti solution treated at 1170°C

for 2 h and quenched to room temperature in brine (beam direction [001]). (a) Su¬

perstructure reflections of the type 100 and 110 are clearly seen after prolonged

exposure, (b) No satellites around the fundamental reflections are visible. A loga¬
rithmic intensity scale was chosen to emphasize the weak intensities; arrows point

to weak superstructure reflections.

6.3.2 Aged Ni-11.3 at.% Ti

Fig. 45 shows different TEM images after ageing the solution treated sample at

600°C for 30 min. The 100 superstructure reflection was used for the dark-field

micrographs of the ordered particles (Fig. 45a). Already after 30 min an alignment

of none spherical particles is visible. The particles have a higher Ti content than

the surrounding matrix as confirmed in Fig. 45b, where electron energy loss images

near the Ti-L ionization edge were used to obtain an elemental map of the same

region as in Fig. 45a. While the BFZA image (Fig. 45c) confirms the observed

alignment and particle sizes and demonstrates the relevance of coherency strains

already at this early stage of decomposition, the conventional bright-field image

(two-beam case, Fig. 45d) shows only a modulated structure, and no individual

features of the microstructure can be resolved. The contrast of the strain fields

around the precipitates in the BFZA image suggests that the particle shape is already

more cuboidal than spherical. However, the resolution limit of the images and

the sample thickness (exceeding the thickness of the particles) make a quantitative

determination of the shape of the precipitates impossible.

The microstructure observed at this early stage still looks similar after 10 h

and 96 h of ageing (Fig. 46). The size of the particles increases slowly while their
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Figure 45: Comparison of different TEM imaging methods employed for a Ni-

11.3 at.% Ti sample aged at 600°C for 30 min. (a) Dark-field image (100 super¬

structure reflection, [001] zone axis) with energy filter (zero-loss); (b) elemental

map taken with energy loss windows near the Ti-L ionization edge; (c) bright-field
zone axis image ([001] zone axis) and (d) bright-field image (200 reflection, [001] zone

axis). All images are taken from the same region of the sample with a thickness of

about 60 nm.

shape seems to become more cuboidal with ageing time. Their arrangement tends

to become more aligned. A magnification of the BFZA micrograph from Fig. 46b

was shown in Fig. 43.

As the image contrast is weak in all the imaging techniques applied, the interface

between both phases can not be clearly identified. The interface between particles

and matrix is not flat because the particles are not perfect cubes and can not be

imaged "edge-on" in an electron micrograph. A distinction between overlapping

particles is difficult, too. To overcome these problems, the autocorrelation function

of the image was taken as a measure of the mean particle size and - if particles do

not overlap - the mean distance between the particles.
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Figure 46: TEM images from Ni-11.3 at.% Ti aged at 600°C for (a,b) 10 h and

(c,d) 96 h. (a,c) Dark-field image (100 superstructure reflection, [001] zone axis);
(b) bright-field zone axis image ([001] zone axis); (d) elemental map obtained with

energy-windows near the Ti-L ionization edge.

The autocorrelation function of the micrographs was determined in four steps

within the software package DigitalMicrograph (Gatan, CA, USA), (i) A Fourier

transform of the real image is performed, (ii) The resulting image is multiplied by

its complex conjugate, (iii) An inverse Fourier transform of the resulting image is

calculated, (iv) The resulting image is normalized so that its maximum is 1.

An illustration of the procedure is given in Fig. 47 for a set of perfectly aligned

cubes. The distance from the central maximum to the first minimum of the auto¬

correlation function corresponds to the mean particle size in this direction, while the

distance to the first maximum is the average interparticle distance. Fig. 48 shows a

dark-field image after ageing at 600°C for 5 h and its autocorrelation function. The

correlation of the particles along the (100) directions is seen, while along the (110)

directions the correlation is smeared out, but present. The microstructure after age-
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Figure 47: (a) Two-dimensional model with a perfect array of cubes and (b) the

corresponding autocorrelation function of the image, (c) The magnified inner part of

(b) is analyzed along two main directions yielding (d) the corresponding line scans.

The numbers are multiples of the pixel size of the image.

ing for 100 h at 680°C (Fig. 49) shows the same features, but they are much more

pronounced. The particles are strongly aligned and some of the particles already

show a loss of four-fold symmetry as is predicted for elastically anisotropic systems

if the particle size exceeds a critical value of ~27 Ro (where Ro is the ratio of the

interfacial energy to the elastic energy, Eq. 27) [Khach88b, ArdeOO].

A microstructure with a high volume fraction of the second phase as in the case

of Ni-11.3 at.% Ti often shows overlapping particles at various depths in the sample.

If the mean interparticle distance is to be obtained by the autocorrelation function

of a TEM image, the effect of overlapping particles must be negligible as is assumed

for very thin samples.

From analyzing the autocorrelation function of several images for each sample

aged at 600°C up to 100 h, the evolution of the average particle size and interpar¬

ticle distance with ageing time is obtained (Fig. 50). The standard deviations of

the averages are indicated. For Ni-11.3 at.% Ti aged at 680°C for 100 h, a more

detailed evaluation of the particle size distribution was possible (Fig. 51). For about

1000 particles the number of particles, N(a), with an edge length a in the interval

[a, a + Aa] was counted. The form of the particle size distribution differs from that

predicted for coarsening (LSW theory, Chap. 1.4); no negative skewness is recogniz¬

able.
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An attempt of scaling the microstructure with respect to the average particle size

is shown in Fig. 52 for the same ageing sequence as in Fig. 53 where the image mag¬

nification is kept constant. The images look similar, but there is no self-similarity.

This is in agreement with the conclusions of the scaling analysis of the SANS struc¬

ture function in Chap. 4.2.2.

a) b)

Figure 48: (a) Dark-field image (100 superstructure reflection, [001] zone axis) of

Ni-11.3 at.% Ti aged at 600°C for 5 h and (b) the region of the first maxima of the

corresponding autocorrelation function. The cross in (b) indicates the four (100)
directions in this plane.

300 nm 100 nm

a) b)

Figure 49: (a) Dark-field image (100 superstructure reflection, [001] zone axis) of

Ni-11.3 at.% Ti aged at 680°C for 100 h and (b) the region of the first maxima of

the corresponding autocorrelation function. The cross in (b) indicates the four (100)
directions in this plane.
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Figure 50: Evolution in particle size (squares) and distance (circles) for Ni-

11.3 at.% Ti (a,c) along (100) and (b,d) along (110) as a function of ageing time.

The samples were quenched from 1170°C to room temperature in brine and subse¬

quently aged at (a,b) 600°C and (c,d) 680°C. The values are averages determined

by analyzing the autocorrelation functions of several TEM images.

10 20 30 40 50 60 70

Size ofprecipitates / nm

Figure 51: Particle size distribution of Ni-11.3 at.% Ti aged at 680°C for 100 h.
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c)

d)

Figure 52: Sequence of dark-field images (100 superstructure reflection, [001] zone

axis) obtained from Ni-11.3 at.% Ti aged at 680°C for (a) 30 min, (b) 1 h, (c) 5 h,

(d) 25 h, (e) 50 h and (f) 100 h. The images are scaled with the mean particle size.
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Figure 53: Sequence of dark-field images (100 superstructure reflection, [001] zone

axis) obtained from Ni-11.3 at.% Ti aged at 680°C for (a) 30 min, (b) 1 h, (c) 5 h,

(d) 25 h, (e) 50 h and (f) 100 h.
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6.3.3 The r] phase

As the spatial relationship between the metastable particles and the plates of the

r/ phase can not be elucidated from SANS measurements, some TEM studies were

performed on the Ni-12.0 at.% Ti single crystal (SC4) aged at 970°C for 200 min

during the SANS experiment, followed by furnace cooling. Dark-field images (001

superstructure reflection, [110] zone axis) are shown in Fig. 54. In Fig. 54a particles

of the metastable state, 100 to 300 nm in size, and aligned along (100) are seen

together with a large plate of the r/ phase (about 40 nm thick). In addition, small

precipitates grown during furnace cooling are visible, except close to the Ti-enriched

precipitates. Frequently, situations like that shown in Fig. 54b are encountered

where thin plates (about 5 nm thick) of r/ phase grow within the large metastable

precipitates (presumably 7'). In their lateral extension these small plates seem to

be restricted to the size of the metastable precipitates.

Figure 54: Dark-field images of the furnace-cooled Ni-12.0 at.% Ti single crystal

(SC4) after annealing at 970°C for 200 min; (a) an r/ plate and 7' precipitates

aligned along [001]. The small precipitates formed during furnace cooling, (b) Two

r/ plates in a 7' precipitate. Differences in brightness arise owing to 7' precipitates
oriented "edge-on".

A micrograph at lower magnification in Fig. 55a shows that one set of r/ plates

may be restricted in size by another r/ plate (seen "edge-on") and that the lateral

extent of these large plates is several /xm. However, Fig. 55b shows that only a few

large 7' precipitates are present and that they tend to agglomerate. The small pre¬

cipitates were formed during furnace cooling. If the sample is quenched from 970°C,

these small precipitates are no longer present. Dislocations introduced by quench-
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ing from the homogenization temperature are observed and act as heterogeneous

nucleation sites of 7' precipitates (Fig. 55c). Strong local stress seems to influence

the particle shape. Additionally, some small r/ plates are present, restricted to the

size of an agglomeration of 7' precipitates.

The presence of metastable precipitates above the metastable two-phase region

proposed by Hashimoto and Tsujimoto [Hash78] and indicated by strong intensities

along (100) in the SANS patterns is confirmed. The mechanism of the formation

of the r/ plates still remains to be clarified, but an indication for two classes of

such plates is found; one class of large precipitates and another class within the

metastable precipitates restricted in extent to the size of these precipitates or to the

size of an agglomeration of them.
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Figure 55: Dark-field images of the furnace-cooled Ni-12.0 at.% Ti single crystal

(SC4) after annealing at 970°C for 200 min. (a) Large r/ plates lying in the {111}
planes (100 superstructure reflection, [110] zone axis), (b) Groups of 7' precipitates
with large aspect ratio (100 superstructure reflection, [001] zone axis). The small

precipitates are formed during furnace cooling, (c) Part of the same sample was

homogenized once more, aged at 970°C for 200 min and quenched to room tempera¬

ture in brine. Groups of 7' precipitates nucleated heterogeneously near dislocations,
some groups also contain r/ plates; small precipitates are no longer observed after

quenching (100 superstructure reflection, [001] zone axis).
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Chapter 7

High-resolution X-ray diffraction

7.1 Experimental details

7.1.1 Instrument

The high-resolution X-ray diffraction measurements were carried out on the Rigaku

X-ray generator in the laboratory D17 of the Institute (for a detailed description,

see [Schn99]). A Rotaflex RU-200BH (Rigaku, Japan) with a rotating Cu-anode

operating at 40 kV and 150 mA (6 kW) served as source. The Cu Ka\ radiation

(A=0.154051 nm) was selected by the 444 reflection of a flat germanium monochro¬

mator. A slit between monochromator and sample, 1 mm wide and 3 mm high,

defined the incoming beam size.

The scattering intensity was measured in air and at room temperature with

a position-sensitive detector (OED-50M, MBraun, Germany) that has an energy

resolution of 30%. The distance between sample and detector was 35 cm.

The sample was mounted on a goniometer head also equipped with a (f> motion, all

mounted on a two-circle rotating table (Fig. 56). The sample surface was positioned

in the center of the two-circle table. To determine the zero position in u, the

specularly reflected beam observed under small incident angles was used. From its

position as a function of the incident angle, the zero position in lo was determined

to better than 0.02°. The zero position in 29 was defined by the incoming beam.

From the check of the fundamental Bragg reflection (reflecting planes nominally

parallel to the sample surface) in different (f> positions ((f) is the azimuthal angle), a

sample miscut of 1° was determined. Such a miscut is mainly due to errors when

transferring the sample from the Laue camera to the spare-erosion machine.

Alignment and angle calibration of detector channels was done as described by

Schneider [Schn99]. For the present diffractometer set-up, a detector calibration
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A29x = 0.003643(5)°/channel was obtained. The diffractometer resolution is charac¬

terized by the mechanical precision limiting the angular accuracy of the goniometer,

by the detector resolution, and by the intrinsic resolution of scattering patterns as

limited by the finite beam divergence and the finite wavelength spread of the incident

beam. Schneider [Schn99] gave a goniometer reproducibility of 0.004° and a detector

resolution better than 5 channels that corresponds to 0.02° at the sample-to-detector

distance used.

primary
rotating anode

(Cu)

sample holder

with <|) motion

two-circle goniometer
with stepper motors

Figure 56: Schematic view of the HR-XRD instrument used in the present study.

7.1.2 Data treatment

Data sets around Bragg reflections have the form of two-dimensional arrays, where

each row y is one measured scattering profile and each column x a detector channel.

These data sets were transformed to an array of scattering vectors.

A pixel (x,y) = (0,0) is identified as the starting position of the measurement

290(x) and the channel chnmax(y) corresponding to the detector channel where 20=0°

in the direct beam. A channel offset chrio of 200 channels must be taken into account,

because the detector was read out from channel 200 to channel 2200. Thus, the array

coordinates (29o,loo) are obtained by

290 = 29start - A29x (chnmax - chn0) , u0 = 290/2 (106)

^ beam-defining
slit system

monochromator

444 Ge reflection

position-
sensitive
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Once pixel (0,0) is identified and knowing the increments A29y and Au^ for

the scan and the channel width A29x = 0.003643(5)°, all other pixels (x,y) can be

transformed in (29,to) coordinates by

r 291 \ 29n 1
= +

LO [ ^o J
A29x A29y

0 Au„

x

y (107)

Then, (29,to) coordinates are transformed into scattering vector components

(Q\\,Q±) by

Qn =

-r

47T
— sin

A

+
A29x + A29y

COS I LOq + AiOy
A29x + A29,

(108)

and

Q± = -—sin +
A29x + A20.

sin I lo0 + Aloy
A29x + A29y

(109)

The basic scattering geometry is presented in a schematic view in Fig. 57.

After subtraction of the measured background, calibration to absolute units was

performed by comparing with the scattering from polystyrene (CsH8)

der h Ms(ß/p)spc8u8 (da
dQ Jc8H8 Mc8h8 (p/p)c8h8 Ps \dfl

(110)
C8H8

where M% is the molar weight of the sample (index s) or polystyrene (index C8H8),

(p/p)i the mass absorption coefficient, pt the polarization factor and It the count

rate per pixel [Mc8h8 = 104.16 g, (d<r/dO)c8H8 = 61.1 e.u. at the scattering angle
29

C8H8 100° (for A= 1.54051 À)].

7.1.3 Sample preparation and heat treatment

Two disc-shaped samples (diameter of ~12 mm, 3 mm in thickness, (110) surface

normal) were cut by spare erosion from a single-crystalline rod. X-ray fluorescence

analysis of the solution-treated as-quenched samples gave average compositions of

(11.3±0.1) and (11.5±0.1) at.% Ti. Prior to mounting the sample on the goniometer,
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incoming

direction

sample

linear position
sensitive detector

Figure 57: Scattering geometry for different sample positions inau scan.

one surface was mechanically polished with SiC paper and finally with a diamond

powder of a grain size of 3 /xm.

The samples were homogenized at 1170°C for 2 h, quenched to room temperature

in brine and subsequently aged at 600°C for up to 100 h as described in Chap. 5.1.3

(see also Fig. 37).

7.2 Results

The 220 Bragg reflection was always measured twice by to scans. The first scan was

within ±2° of the Bragg peak, while the second scan was in a range of ±0.5° using

an Al attenuator (3 mm wide and 1 mm thick) placed before the peak position at

the detector. This is required as the detector has a small dynamical range and the
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scattering increases as the Bragg position is approached. The two measurements

allowed for an accurate intensity counting near the strong fundamental reflection

and still provided reliable information on the center of the Bragg peak.

4.85 4.9 4.95 5.0 5.05 5.1 4.85 4.9 4.95 5.0 5.05 5.1

Q[iio]'A" Q[iio]'A"

Figure 58: HR-XRD patterns around the 220 Bragg position of Ni-11.3 at.% Ti

solution treated at 1170°C and annealed in steps at 600°C. The 001 plane was

measured with a linear position sensitive detector, the horizontal axis is along the

reciprocal lattice vector G220

Fig. 58 shows scattering patterns in the 001 plane around the 220 Bragg reflection

of the Ni-11.3 at.% Ti single crystal for various ageing times. The decomposition is

accompanied by an increase in diffuse scattering around the Bragg reflection due to

increasing lattice distortions. After about 5 h, satellites along (100) can be identified.

The position of these local maxima is symmetric with respect to the center of the

Bragg reflection, their intensity is lower at the side of the Bragg reflection where the

scattering angle is smaller. The intensity of these satellites increases with time and
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their position relative to the Bragg position decreases (Fig. 59). For comparison, the

time evolution of the peak intensity and position of the Ni-11.3 at.% Ti polycrystal

measured with SANS (Chap. 4) is shown in Fig. 59. The relative position of the

maxima of the satellites around the Bragg reflection closely follows the peak position

around the direct beam, while the peak intensity of the satellites is about 2.5 orders

of magnitude higher than the intensity maxima at the direct beam. Thus, the same

characteristic length of the system governs the modulation of the diffuse scattering

near the direct beam and near the Bragg reflection. The difference in intensities

demonstrates that scattering contributions due to lattice distortions (proportional

to Q2 [Dani42]) and not due to chemical inhomogeneities are dominant. As /ti ~

0.8/ni, the chemical scattering contribution (proportional to the scattering contrast

between the scattering length densities of the two phases) is a small scattering

contribution at larger scattering angles.

Slice-averaged scattering curves along the (100) directions (after subtracting the

scattering from the homogenized sample) are shown in Fig. 60. A possible scaling

of the scattering curves was investigated using the reciprocal of the peak position

relative to the Bragg reflection as characteristic length

I(q,t) = q^F(x) with x = -?-. (Ill)
Çmax

For the complete duration of ageing, no scaling behavior is observed.

The evolution of the FWHM across the peak position of the satellites is shown

in Fig. 61. A sharpening with ageing time is observed for both alloys. As the region

close to the Bragg reflection contains information about the long-ranging distortion

fields, a sharpening across the satellite peak is taken as being connected with the

arrangement of the distortion centers. An increasing alignment of the precipitates is

expected to lead to an increasing sharpness of the satellite peaks. A more periodic

alignment of zones with different lattice parameters is energetically more favorable in

order to reduce the associated elastic energy [Khach88b] and might be the reason for

the ongoing increase in scattering intensity of the satellites during the time period

of the metastable 7" precipitates. However, the microstructural changes responsible

for changing scattering intensities of the satellites remain to be investigated in more

detail.
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Figure 59: Time behavior of (a) the maximum intensity and (b) the maximum

position of the satellites of Ni-11.3 at.% Ti (squares) and Ni-11.5 at.% Ti (circles)
aged at 600°C up to 100 h. In (a) open symbols refer to lower scattering angles,
filled symbols to larger ones. For comparison the solid line shows the time evolution

of the peak position and peak intensity of the polycrystalhne Ni-11.3 at.% Ti sample
measured in situ at 600°C by means of SANS.
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Figure 60: (a) Slice-averaged scattering curves along (100) for the Ni-11.3 at.% Ti

single crystal aged at 600°C for 30 min (squares), 1 h (circles), 5 h (triangles),
10 h (inverted triangles), 25 h (filled diamonds), 50 h (open diamonds) and 100 h

(crosses). The scattering from the homogenized sample was subtracted, (b) Scaling
test of the scattering curves with the reciprocal relative peak position, q^ax, along

(100) from the 220 reflection.
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40 60

Ageing time / h

too

Figure 61: Time evolution of the FWHM across the peak position of the satellites

along (100) for Ni-11.3 at.% Ti (circles) and for Ni-11.5 at.% Ti (squares) aged at

600°C up to 100 h. The standard deviation from averaging over the four satellites

is indicated.
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Chapter 8

Final remarks

Upon ageing Ni-rich Ni-Ti up to about 700°C, a stepwise decomposition sequence

was reported by several authors; after an initial fast phase separation process for

about 1-2 h, a slowing down of the decomposition for several hours is observed (7"

state). A second metastable stage (7') is reached after several hundred hours of age¬

ing before the stable r/ phase evolves. A shortcoming of these previous investigations

was the use of quenched samples when using polycrystals and the short period of

the experiments when measuring at temperature.

In the present investigation, the first metastable state was demonstrated using

small-angle neutron scattering of polycrystalhne Ni-11.3 at.% Ti aged in situ at

600, 630 and 680°C. After about 20 h of ageing, the integrated intensity started to

increase again, but the second stage, 7', was not reached at the end of the ageing

experiment (after about 100 h). The composition of the metastable 7" precipitates

is in excellent agreement with the small-angle neutron scattering investigation of

Vyskocil et al. [Vysk97] on quenched samples (Fig. 62).

The second metastable stage (7') was demonstrated by following the evolution

of the long-range order parameter in the particles of a Ni-11.3 at.% Ti single crystal

aged up to 400 h at 600°C. Beside a close agreement in the temporal changes of

the particle composition as determined by small-angle neutron scattering and the

long-range order parameter (using r/ = 4cti), the second metastable stage (Fig. 62)

becomes visible after about 200 h.

The well resolved scattering maxima at Ll2 superstructure positions for the

solution-treated and quenched samples shows that the ordering process is fast and

can not be suppressed during the quench. As no indication for decomposition dur¬

ing the quench is seen in the small-angle neutron scattering investigations, it is

concluded that homogeneous order precedes the decomposition reaction. Also, no

indications of satellites around the fundamental reflections were observed by elec-
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tron diffraction and high-resolution X-ray diffraction.

400 I I

5 10 15 20 25

Conposition / at.% Ti

Figure 62: Ni-rich part of the Ni-Ti phase diagram as calculated within the Bragg-
Williams model and the point approximation for the entropy using the effective

pair interactions as determined from diffuse neutron scattering [Buch99b]. The

instability lines for ordering (T~) and disordering (T+), the line of equal Gibbs

energy of the disordered and ordered phase (T0) and the spinodal line of the ordered

state (Tes) are shown as well as the boundaries of the two-phase field (7 — 7').
The coherent solvus (dashed) [Rast69] and the phase boundary of metastable 7" as

proposed by [Hash78] (open triangles) are also given. The two weak lines indicating
the incoherent and coherent solvus are from Murray [Murr91]. Results of small-

angle neutron scattering experiments (open squares: [Vysk97], filled squares: present

study) and of the present wide-angle X-ray scattering experiment (filled circles) are

shown.
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The location of the instability lines of ordering (T~), disordering (T+) and the

line of equal Gibbs energy between ordered and disordered state (To), is consistent

with order in quenched samples. These lines were obtained within a Bragg-Williams

model for the ordering energy and the point approximation of the cluster variation

method for the configurational entropy (Fig. 62, Fig. 64), using ^(0,0,0) = 400 meV

and Û(l,0,0)=-380 meV [Buch99b].

The calculated values of the energy of mixing AEmix = cti(1 — cti)V(0, 0, 0) are

lower in magnitude than the data from the literature (Fig. 63). Magnetic contri¬

butions to the partial molar enthalpy of Ni and the assumption of concentration

and temperature independent effective pair interaction parameters may account for

these deviations. The calculation shows a positive curvature of the Gibbs energy

of the disordered reference state for all compositions (Fig. 64b), i.e., no chemical

spinodal for the disordered solution exists. From the common tangent construction

(Fig. 64b), the two-phase region and the location of the "conditional" spinodal, Tcs

(constrained to prior ordering of the solid solution), is determined.
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Figure 63: Energy of mixing, AEmix, as a function of Ti concentration in the solid

solution; as measured (filled symbols) by [Kuba58] (squares) and [Esin81] (triangles)
and as fitted (open symbols) by [Kauf78] (circles) and [Bell96] (inverted triangle).
The result of the present calculation on the basis of the effective pair interaction

parameters [Buch99b] is shown by crosses.
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As the model is based on many assumptions (temperature and concentration

independent effective pair interaction parameters, no magnetic contributions), the

calculated phase diagram differs from the experimentally determined phase diagram,

but may give a first estimate of the thermodynamic functions governing the early

stages of phase separation in Ni-rich Ni-Ti.

Evidence for the importance of the elastic energy is obtained from the transmis¬

sion electron microscopy studies. After 30 min of ageing at 600°C, an alignment of

the precipitates with cuboidal shape along (100) is already observed in dark-field im¬

ages. The presence of coherency strains between matrix and precipitates already at

the beginning of phase separation made the successful application of the bright-field

zone-axis technique possible.

Particle alignment is also reflected in the decreasing full width at half maximum

of the satellites close to the direct beam and the Bragg reflections. Particle align¬

ment may be the main reason for the presence of the 7" stage. As compositional

changes (small-angle neutron scattering), changes in long-range order parameter of

the particles (wide-angle X-ray scattering) and the evolution of the particle size

(transmission electron microscopy) are all small, while the intensity increase of the

satellites around the Bragg reflection is fast at the same time, the sluggish decompo¬

sition may be related to an accommodation of the elastic strain field and a lowering

of the associated elastic free energy of the system.

A slowing down of the decomposition process has been related to a movement

of defects on a meso-scale [WeinOOb] which takes place without a destruction of the

lattice structure formed by aligned precipitates.

Within the Bragg-Williams model not much difference is expected when con¬

sidering Ni-rich Ni-Al (as both alloys have comparable effective pair interaction

parameters [Buch99b]). The main difference between both alloy systems seems to

be that the Ll2 structure is stable in Ni-Al while the DO24 structure is stable in Ni-

Ti. This decisive difference may be further studied by investigating the transition

from the 7' stage to the r\ phase in Ni-Ti.
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